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IN THE

\//_:::(.,

...... ,.•.-

SUPRE:ME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO
LARRY M. SEVERSON,
Petitioner

and

Appellant,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.
Appealed from the District Court of the 4th
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in
and for Elmore County
Hon.

MICHAELE. WETHERELL

District Judge

MOLLY HUSKEY
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorney for Appellant
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
i· ....... _,,._.-.-
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, Credit Account Information . (
Company Name

Account Number

2111104515"

RC Willey

(·'.')

iinued

..

hose Date Months
Acct Opened Reviewed

I

10/99

6

AMOUNT IN ~'.J'C COLUMN IS CREDIT LIMIT
Sears
65416090* I
08/99

12

09/00

35

09/00

High
Credit

Terms

$5000

403

;:r

Items as of Date Re ortecl
Date
Past Due Status Reported
Balance

$225

R1

04/00

$2080

$1927

R1

09/00

$828

$779

R1

09/00

$0

11

02/00

$0

Oi

08/00

CHARGE
AMOUNT IN H/C COLUMN IS CREDIT LIMIT
04/97
Sears
16846547* I
CHARGE
AMOUNT IN H/C COLUMN IS CREDIT LIMIT
The Dime Savings B
407554* 1 09/99
ACCOUNT TRANSFERRED OR SOLO
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE
07/00
Verizon Wireless
697"

4

01/00 $78200

1

08/00

$0

753

Companies that Requested your Credit Fife
10/11/00
09/27100
09i09i0(J
08/14/00
07119/00·
06/13/00
04/28/00
03/31/00
02/28/00
02/24100
02/15/00
02/09/00
01/26/00
O1/18/00
01/12/00
12/07/99
11/05/99
10/2.8/99
10/09/99
10/01 /99
08/24/99
06/23/99
03/04/99
11113/98
10/20/98

Equifax - Update
Equifax - Disclosure ACIS 027123533
PRM·Ai& T ·vv'i,eles~ Serv:ces
AR-First Security Bank
PRM-Household Bank
Equifax - Update
AR-First Security Bank
AR-Fingerhut National Bank
AR-First Security Bank
AR-At&T Base Score Project
ID-Equifax Consumer Services, EFXCONSUM
Mosso-Still-Leavitt Insurance
Sears
Equifax - Update
Sears
PRM·Capital One
PRM-Direct Merchants CR Card
AR-First Security Bank
Charming Shoppes
Grant Peterson Buick-Pontiac
Frst Security Bk of ID Coin
Conseco Finance Corp.
FCNB Preferred Credit
Frst Security Bk of ID Goin
Equifax - Disclosure ACIS 829316012

09/28/00
09/12/00
0811 !YOO
08/02/00
06/20/00
06/12/00
04/24/00
02/29/00
02/25/00
02/16/00
02/15/00
01/27/00
01/26/00
01/14/00

01/05/00
11/29/99
10/28/99
10/21/99
10/04/99
08/31 /99
08/02/99
03/05/99
11/24/98
11/11/98
to/14/98

At& r Wireless
Executive Reporting Se TRINITY HOME MTG MTN
PRM-F,r~\ Pn>mier !:\;:ink Promo
AR·U.S. Bank Mortgage
PRM-Advanta Personal ~-inancia
Equifax • Disclosure AC1S 016414109
PAM-Direct Merchants CR Card
PRM-Capita! One
PRM-At&T Wireless Services
Grant Peterson Buick-Pontiac
Equifax Consumer Svs
Direct Merch CR Card Bk
Qwest· SBG Phoenix
Equifax - Disclosure ACIS 001408724
PRM-Banklirst Gard Services
Executive Reporting Se TRINITY HOME MTG MTN
PAM-Phillips 66
AR-Fingerhut National Bank
Bank of America
Sears
Executive Reporting Se TRINITY HOME MORTGAG
First Consumers National Bank
Frst Security Bk of ID Coin
Equifax - Update
Equifax - Update

• End of Credit File •
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September 29, 2000
·,;..~\~ c-,,) I H!r\M

foll fr~c

t 1 v~ : 1 ,H(l !-.p·-;l1nHu

LAW OFFICE OF
JAY P. CLARK
160 NORTH 3RD EAST STREET
MOUNT AlN HOME, ID 8364 7
RE: MARYL. SEVERSON
Dear Counselor:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter regarding the above named consumer(s).
In accordance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), we are currently reverifying the entries with
which your dient(s) disagrees by contacting the source of the information. Upon completion of this
process, the results of our investigation will be mailed directly to your client(s).
Please feel free to contact our office if we may be of further assistance.
Sincerely,

~:r~

Consumer Affairs Special Services
972 390 4015

,· 15 7 2
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F.lltST SECURITY BANK. N.A.
Consumer Loan Collection Center
5416 West Amelia Earhart Drive
Salt Lake City, ur 84116
Fax 11ttmbt:rs: (801)146-0260, (801)146-0261, (801)24fi..0313, (801)246-0189
Telepw:me Numbers: BKCO (801)24$-b360 or 1-800-574-6616
ALL OTHERS (801)246-0200 OR 1-800-842-6727
Date:

[

0- ur-~

Fa;it#:

. From:

DnW'lltfflt: DLR BKCD ACD 11P yo ~ AIR BK.CO SKlP SBC
CIRCLE ONE

afONfl # {801 AA-

{YL-10

COMMENTS:

Ia.rtrucl.ion.:r: When s11:n(luJg a ft:% to Crn1.svmer Collection., Deparmumt. pl~e include th'fl ~~
naml:.' tmd ttt~m.

i.rt. Jolin Smith UR.

!'

i 5 73

-~-

(

(

October 19, 2000
Mary L Severson

og-can.yon Creek Pl
Mountain H<:l'JOO ID 8364f

Re:

Account- 017-41,lo..853188

Credit B\lreau Notified: E.xperian (TRW). F,quif.ax, & Transunion
ACCOUNT CURRENT AND IN GQQJ) STANDING. ALL BANKRUPTCY
ffi.EORf4ATION REMOVED - NEV.ER FlLED.

Per your request, and in atXiardan.ce with the Equal Cmlit Opportunity Act. we have reviewed the

reporting of the installment loan act:OWlt to the Credit Bureau listed above. Due to a change in
status or to an e:r:ror in reporting, -we have filed a correction with the same Credit Bureau.

This coi::rectian is effective immediately~ but please allow ten days fur the correction t.o appear in
your file at the Credit Bureau. Th.is wm allow the Credit Bureau to fully research the problem to
ensure that it is cleared up oompldely and accurately.
We apologize for 8JX'J inconvettiertoe: this may have caused you, and we lool:: forward to being of
service to you in the future.
Sincerely~

~~

Trisha Cutler
Consumer Lom Representative
(800) 574-6616 Ext: 0270
or 801-246-0270

F/1$1 MCUrilf Hmik. NA 5116 Wnll Arudla fPnlr" Dti"'° P.O. Hu,r; !81J7 S-Qlt !Ah O~y, UtQ/t UllO
Afimtndltl J;C~,, t.Jffl/Jllil!/ uf First &!c11rflf Coti,tn"irtion
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I
2004,

hereby certify
I

mailed

that

(served)

on this
a

true

29th
and

day

of

correct

September,

copy of

within instrument to:

Aaron Bazzoli
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Interdepartmental Mail

E.R. Frachiseur
PUBLIC DEFENDER
Interdepartmental Mail

GAIL BEST

-~,)

I

I

,

Clerk of . the CDi.strie:t Court
.

, .I

\. ,

!

By:illYL¾tL

(

Deputy Court Clerk

Certificate of Mailing

.. r

..lL

5 ..) ,. .
(

._)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
SEPTEMBER 29, 2004

HON. MICHAEL E. WETHERELL

COURT MINUTES

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-2002-158

)
)
)
)
)
)

LARRY SEVERSON,
Defendant.

APPEARANCES:
Aaron Bazzoli/Ron Howen
Prosecuting Attorney

Counsel for Plaintiff

E.R. Frachiseur/Ellison Matthews

Counsel for Defendant

Public Defender
Time and
custody.

date

set

Tape No. E-2-04
E-3-04

0001
0104
E-4-04· 0136
E-5-04 0033

9:10 a.m.

for
-

JURY

SELECTION

defendant

present,

in

3806
3900
3689
0280

Call of case.

Jury panel present.
Court begins its voir dire of the jury panel.
Several jurors were excused for cause.
10:18 a.m. Morning break.
10:20 a.m. Court back on record without jury panel.
Court has
been advised that three jurors wished to speak to court in
private.
Those jurors were excused for cause.
The court further
reviewed other jurors wishing to be excused.

COURT MINUTES - SEPTEMBER 29, 2004
Page - 1
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10:45 a.m. Off record.
10:56 a.m. Back on Record.

Juiy panel present and in proper places.
The State began its voir dire of the jury panel.
Jurors were excused for cause.
12:10 a.m. Lunch break taken.
until 1:45 p.m.

Jurors were admonished and excused

1:50 p.ro.
Court back in session.
Jurors present and in proper
Court advised for the record that two jurors were not
places.
present, #221 Patricia Almond, who would be excused, she was in
hospital and# 445 Yvonne Michelle Mason was absent and that an
order to show cause would be issued.
State continued its voir dire of the jury panel.
TAPE CHANGE E4-04

State voir dire continued, jurors excused for cause.
State passes panel for cause.
2:42 p.m. Defense begins its voir dire of the jury panel, jurors
excused for cause.
3:20 p.m. Defense passes panel for cause.
3:21 p.m. Off record. Short recess taken.
3:30 p.m.
places.

Back on

record.

Jury panel

present

Peremptory challenges begins.
Off record.

Court goes back on record for a few statements.
TAPE CHANGE ES-04
Off record.

COURT MINUTES - SEPTEMBER 29, 2004
Page - 2
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and

in

proper

Back on record.
Peremptory challenges finished.
names of the 15 jurors chosen.

Clerk reads the

Defense advises that there were only 14 names read.
Clerk re-read the names, one name had been omitted.
Counsel accepts jury panel as read.
Jurors chosen to be on panel were:
#509
#579
#407
#489
#413

#214
#236
#548
#110
#498
#378
#224
#507
#575

#564

Naomi Cameron
Cladis Houston
Lawrence Mashak
Barbara Lamb
Larae Robinson
Tarase Leane Robinson
Connely Cruser
Dave Thompson
Gary Bodovinitz
Donald Woodland, Jr.
Sharon Siebenberg
John Shopland
Forrest Freer
Faye Russell
Sabrina Barr

Remaining jurors excused at 4:11 p.m.
Jurors chosen to be the panel were admonished and told to return
to the court house on October 6, 2004 for the beginning of the
trial.
Court in recess until October 6 1 2004 at 9:00 a.m.
4:13 p.m. End.

Reporter: N. Omsberg
Clerk: T. McCain
Reporter's Est. $

GAIL BEST
Clerk of the District Court

BdrnCX?Wi)

Deputy Clerk

COURT MINUTES - SEPTEMBER 29, 2004
Page - 3
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E.R. FRACHISEUR
ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone No. 587 -9103
Facsimile No. 587-2094
Idaho State Bar No. 1388

ELLISON MATTHEWS
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1988
Boise, Idaho 83701-1988
Telephone No. (208) 336-1433
Facsimile No. (208) 336-9133
Idaho State Bar No. 1044
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2002-158

)

. -vsLARRY SEVERSON,
Defendant,

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION FOR STATUS
CONFERENCE

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through counsel of record, E.R Frachsieur, Elmore
County Public Defender, and Ellison Matthews, Attorney at Law, and request a Status
Conference to bring up the following issues:
1. Logistics

2. Housekeeping

MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERANCE-Page 1

('1579
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(
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3. Motion to require each party to notify the other 24 hours in advance of the name the
proposed order of the witnesses to be examined.

4. Space for defendant to hold records and discovery in the courthouse during the trial.
5. Any other pre~trial issues.
DATED this

A

day of October, 2004.

E.R. Frachiseur
Elmore County Public Defender's Office

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

_:l_ day of October, 2004, I caused a true and correct copy

of the above and foregoing document to be served to Aaron Bazzoli, Elmore County Prosecuting
Attorney, at his address of 190 South 4th East, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647, by personal delivery
thereof.

MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERANCE-- Page 2

E.R. FRACHISEUR
ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Idaho 8364 7
Telephone No. 587-9103
Facsimile No. 587-2094
Idaho State Bar No. 1388

ELLISON MATTHEWS
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1988
Boise, Idaho 83701-1988
Telephone No. (208) 336-1433
Facsimile No. (208) 336-9133
Idaho State Bar No. 1044
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
-vsLARRY SEVERSON,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2002-158

MOTION FOR ORDER TO ISSUE
OUT-OF-STATE SUBPOENA

COMES NOW, the Defendant, by and through counsel of record, E.R. Frachsieur,
Elmore County Public Defender and Ellison Matthews, Attorney at Law, and moves this
Honorable Court for its Order to Issue Out-of-State Subpoena for Candice Lundy to be present in
Elmore County, Mountain Home, Idaho, from OCTOBER 24, 2004, TO OCTOBER 29, 2004
and that Mrs. Candice Lundy be required to testify in the jury trial during these dates.
DATED the 5th day of October, 2004.

,

:ttomey for Defendant

15 8
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E.R. FRACHISEUR
ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone No. 587-9103
Facsimile No. 587-2094
Idaho State Bar No. 1388

ELLISON MATTHEWS
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1988
Boise, Idaho 83701-1988
Telephone No. (208) 336-1433
Facsimile No. (208) 336-9133
Idaho State Bar No. 1044
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

-vs-

LARRY SEVERSON,

Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF Elmore

Case No. CR-2002-158
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR OUT-OF-STATE

SUBPOENA

)
)

)
)

ss.

)

Ellison Matthews, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am appointed co-counsel in this matter.

2.

I am aware of the witnesses the defense needs to be present at the time of trial in

this matter.
(' ..L1

5 ~~ 2
,_.

ORIGINAL

(

(

)'

3.

Mrs. Candice Lundy, of Laurell Hill, Florida is a material witness for the defense.

4.

The defense expects to call Mrs. Lundy between October 25, 2004 and October

29, 2D04.

DATED this

_d_day of October, 2004.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

~

day of October, 2004.

07/18/2003 15:15 FAX

fl! 001/001

,

Request for Approval/

Judge's Order
C;; OCT -5 PH !1: 06
Directions: Fill out the fonu ~low, and fax to county requested: 287-7509, Ada County;/· ·p-y71J/i/;J
.
Elmore County, 587•1320; Boise County, 392·6712; or Valley County. 382-7184.
«::JI '(_"-{_ -~.
·
GAIL BEST

lNTHEDISTRICTCOURTOFTHBFOURTHruDICIALDISffletl"< OF Y:,f. C'.JURT

OF TifE STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

ldtlw .-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFF(S)

v.

6lww{

REQUEST TO OBTAIN
APPROVAL TO

BROADCAST
AND/OR PHOTOGRAPH
A COURT PROCEEDING
ANDORDBR

}

)

DEFEND(S)

I hereby request approv,al to broadcast and/or photograph the following court
proceeding:
,,

Case No.: tt.:tmJ2:l:5 6
Time: C/,.-t>O~

Date:___,/-:::cOJ:-Jl.:::..&~1-D:;....t.1
_ ____,_~Location:: £lal&!fl &; ~ s . v

V!J:f1itA1{,j_

Presiding Judge::
I have read the relevant Idaho rule pennitting cameras in the courtroom~ and wiil comply
in all re~ects
the Rule and O r d e r ~ ~
.

wi!

~:jh:/lll1l .

N~taniwion

S~ture

rf:.OiSJP<f

Rejiresented

~

£11;;;,?,fj

Pool cameras to be represented or present (please circle) Channels 2 4

6

7

71:Jn

12

ORDER
THE COURT. having considered the above Request for Approval under the Rule
penn:itting cameras in trial courtrooms, hereby orders that permission to broadcast and/or
photograph the above lrearing is:

(~anted; under the following restrictions:
The Ca '«Jf" r:-a ktrJ ~I-: ~ n/.t ce..L e :f: :/1.e
~.ill- IM. ,Iµd,-e. 1 ~~I ntt..J. /.)t'h:lldttu:f:

. -.......
... -----.
..........

~) ;~;& ;;.; 5,£,i~;;.; :;.;l(Q:(;; ;;g;n,;,fpw'S

..

.,fl:°en1ed~ , ..

· ..... • ·

·- ·· ··• ·

·

.

DATED this
.......-::;;;;!:--".'.;,

5

I>,

·.j :x·,;.

.

~$e_$.,

rt:'f..,,-e";;<fe:'d F,r ~

1

. ..

.•. .

/t-',Jf:':>I" .,_,,.,.:/

io

{i;(' !;":.),

< ' .

er MilJ?t'

0,?);I

or-e"''"'.:J' 9,'j1v;,,tr4f- "fifd C/t>s17c:ro/,v*"t''fl
,
. ·- 1 .•.,._,
-:HY#.ft'. &_e ::5 4,,;;,uJ,,, tn,-/.,,.,::,s
<ilay of c:1c::~ r
200,;t
5,4e,&-1 Fu:. c:y/~r.?J.4/ I .s

·---,_ ....... · ··.
r (. ;

k~lc ,£: #P Cn:d~
Jag $/zdcu/1. r;,e,-e.'

/11{('~

·' '. ". . .. •. , .. '

I

/' 15 ~j 4

,r- ~Jre-:-d
w/f u ~ t.J

,nly

f'~'-1:J

by ~
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G
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
HON. MICHAEL E. WETHERELL .

OCTOBER 5,. 2004

COURT MINUTES
THE. STATE_ OF IDAHO,

).
)
)
)

Plaintiff, ·

vs.

)
)
)
)
)

. LARRY M. SEVERSON,
Defendant.

Case No. CR-2002-158

--,..=--,-,---..,.,.---c------------------- )

APPEARANCES :

Aaron Bizzoli/Ron Howen
Prosecpting Attorney

Counsel for Plaintiff

Ed Frachiseur
Public Defender

Counsel-for Defendant

Time and date . set
custody ...

for

STAT.US CONFERENCE,

defendant present, . in

.. 'J;'ape No~ A345-04, 298 6 - 3913
A346-04 0116 - 1064
9:10 a.m.

Call of case.

Mr. Frachiseur stated that he had some witnesses that . are only
available he third week in October at which time the State will be
presenting there case.
Would also like to know what order
witnesses will be called so that they may be prepared according to
the witnesses.
Mr. Frachiseur also requested a place to put all
their Discovery information.
Mr. Bazzoli responded that he had no objection to letting the
defense know when witnesses will be called. He suggested that
court break early on Friday and discuss the next weeks witnesses.
Court agreed to that resolution and will break between 4: 00 and
4:30 p.m. on Friday's.

COURT MINUTES - OCTOBER 5, 2004
Page - 1

{
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Mr. Bazzoli stated that the parties could work out the problem
with the defense witness only being available during the time the
State is presenting their case.
Mr. Frachiseur stated that his direct examination of the witness
would be approximately 1½ hours.
Has 4-5 witnesses for expert
testimony.
Court requested of the parties submit resumes of expert witnesses
for the court to review.
Would like them presented today before
he leaves.
Court made a statement to counsel regarding the
experts and foundation.
Court will
consider
itself the
gatekeeper. Court will be interested in the testing of compounds
and of their temperal relationship.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that the prosecution has no concern as
where the defense keeps their files during the proceeding.

to

Mr. Frachiseur advised that they have 30 full size notebooks.
Court advised that the court's chambers would be available.
Counsel and court discussed the time limits for opening arguments.
Court will grant each side 1½ hours for opening. Court admonished
counsel to only take as long as needed.
Mr. Bazzoli requested that the mother of the victim even though a
witness, be allowed to remain in the courtroom during the
proceeding.
Court will review the issue and advise counsel to his findings.
9:50 a.m.

end.

Reporter: N. Omsberg
Clerk: T. McCain
Reporter's Est. $

GAIL BEST
Clerk of the District Court

B ~Deputy
~L
Clerk
COURT MINUTES - OCTOBER 5, 2004
Page - 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
HON. MICHAELE. WETHERELL

OCTOBER 5, 2004

COURT MINUTES

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.

Case No. CR-2002-158

LARRY M. SEVERSON,
Defendant.
APPEARANCES:
Aaron Bazzoli
Prosecuting Attorney

Counsel for Plaintiff

Ed Frachiseur
Public Defender

Counsel for Defendant

A350-04

0297 - 0398

3:48 p.m.
Mr. Bazzoli requested a short hearing and that the matter was a
legal issue and the defendant need not be present.
Mr. Bazzoli advised the court that the statute regarding
mother of the victim being in the courtroom is 19-5306(3)
Court advised it would review and let counsel know.
3:50 p.m.

end.

GAIL BEST
Clerk of the District Court

Burm~

Reporter: N. Omsberg
Clerk: T. McCain
Reporter 1 s Est. $

Deputy Clerk

COURT MINUTES - OCTOBER 5, 2004
Page - 1
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E.R. FRACHISEUR
ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone No. 587-9103
Facsimile No. 587-2094
Idaho State Bar No. 1388

ELLISON MATTHEWS
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1988
Boise, Idaho 83701-1988
Telephone No. (208) 336-1433
Facsimile No. (208) 336-9133
Idaho State Bar No. 1044
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

LARRY SEVERSON,

)
)
)
)
)

-vs-

Defendant,

Case No. CR-2002-158

ORDER TO ISSUE OUT-OF-STATE
SUBPOENA

)
BASED UPON the Motion and Affidavit by the Defendant, Idaho Code Section 19-3005
and good cause appearing; therefore,
IT HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that an Out-of-State Subpoena
be issued for Mrs. Candice Lundy to be present in Elmore County, Mountain Home, Idaho, from

OCTOBER 24, 2004, TO OCTOBER 29, 2004, and that Mrs. Candice Lundy is required to
testify in the jury trial during these dates.
Costs of the transportation and witness fees will be paid in according to Idaho Code § 193005(2).
,1'151,r,
J,,_ co

ORIGINAL
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DATED this ~,,'. day of October, 2004.
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144
FAX: (208) 587-2147
ISB#5512
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

)

ST ATE OF IDAHO

)

Plaintiff,

CR-FE-02-00158

)

vs.

)
)
)

LARRY SEVERSON

)

MOTION TO RECONSIDER
USE OF 8 MM TAPE

)

Defendant.

)

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Aaron Bazzoli, the Elmore County
Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby requests the Court reconsider its previous order regarding the
admissibility of an 8 mm tape. The Court made the ruling prior to the State being able to submit
the tape for the Court's review.
The Court previously held that a tape showing Defendant and his then girlfriend Jennifer
Watkins was overly prejudicial. The State contends that there was some discussion that made it
sound like Jennifer Watkins and Defendant videotaped themselves in a sexual relationship. The 8
mm tape, located in Defendant's home may be observed that Defendant and Jennifer Watkins are
having a candlelight dinner and Defendant is making statements to Ms. Watkins. It shows the
nature of the relationship and the seriousness between the two. The tape further goes on to show
Page l MOTION TO RECONSIDER VIDEOTAPE EVIDENCE
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Jennifer Watkins painting the bathroom of Defendant and Decedent's home while he is watching
her and videotaping her activity. There is no nudity or sexual interaction between the two. The
State contends that the tape is evidence of the nature of the relationship and that Defendant and Ms.
Watkins were in a serious enough relationship that he allowed her to redecorate and paint
decedent's bathroom.
The State has submitted a copy of the tape for the Court's review upon inspection and
detennination of the prejudicial value of the material.
DATED This J;L day of October, 2004.

AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

Aaron Bazzoh
Elmore County Prosecutor
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ,-; day of October 2004, I served a copy of the attached
document to the following parties by the following means:
E.R. Frachiseur
ATTORNEYATLAW

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail

Mountain Home, ID 83647

Certified Mail
Next Day Delivery
Facsimile

-.,,c.
DATED this~day of October 13, 2004

AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

-At;b~,1--v(_ ..,. . .- -

BY:
Aaron Bazzoli
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503
FAX: (208) 587-2147
ISB#5512
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.
LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-02-00158
OFFER OF TESTIMONY
FOR TESTIMONIAL PURPOSES
OF THERESA MALLEA

Based upon request of the Court to determine issues relating to statements of the victim,
Mary Severson, the State makes the following offer of proof of testimony of Theresa in support of
its case in chief:

1.

I am a friend of Mary Severson.

2.

In August 2001 I observed Mary crying. She told me that Defendant had asked her
to leave. She stated that Defendant did want to be married to her any longer. Mary
stated that Defendant had a girlfriend named Jennifer Watkins and she asked me ifl
could take her and Zachery to the airport. (Already testified to taking her and
Zachery to the airport).
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3.

Mary called me from Colorado in Fall of 2001 and stated that Defendant wanted a
divorce and was sending her papers. Mary stated that she would not sign them.

4.

During the fall of 2001, Mary called me and staled about wanting to lose weight
and look like Jennifer so that Defendant would take her back. She was walking
every day and taking Hydroxycut to lose weight to compete with Jennifer who
weighed less then 100 pounds.

5.

Mary said she was seeing a doctor in Colorado and was taking Paxil which made
her feel better. Mary was not depressed or suicidal and said she was feeling really
good.

6.

Fall 2001 Mary mentioned to me that she was hiding a video that she had found so
Defendant could not find it because it was a video of Jennifer and Defendant

kissing her in house.
7.

Late January 2002 I ran into Mary and Larry at the hospital in Mountain Home.

Mary stated that she was having serious stomach problems and was at the hospital
to get an upper GL

8.

After that, Mary called me on the telephone and said that she was taking Prevacid
for her stomach problems and had recently changed to Nexium. Mary said that she
was having trouble keeping the pills down and that Defendant was mixing her pills
with pudding to avoid get sick to her stomach.

9.

Mary did not seem depressed or suicidal.

Page 2 Offer of Testimony
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DATED THIS 13 th day of October 2004.

-A-~~

r--

AaronBaz~~
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the / ~./!;-day of October 2004, I cau.sed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document, to be served upon the following people by the following methods.

Elmore County Prosecutor
Aaron Bazzoli
190 South 4 th East
Mountain Home, Id. 83647

_ _First Class Mail
--11and Delivery Inter Mail

E.R. Frachiseur

_:s;rst Class Mail

525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Id. 83647

_,/Hand Delivery Inter Mail
_Facsimile

Facsimile

fax. 587"2094

Ellison M. Matthews
413 W. Jefferson Ste 4
PO Box 1988
Boise, Id.

~Class Mail
_ _Hand Delivery Inter Office Mail
_ _Facsimile

Deputy Clerk

'15~J6
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AARON BAZZOLI

ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587~2144 ext. 503
FAX: (208) 587-2147
ISB#5512

CifdL !Jc.ST

CLE!;·'. ;-::· 1· ·~ COURT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

)

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

vs.
LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-02-00158
OFFER OF TESTIMONY
FOR TESTIMONIAL PURPOSES
OF CAROL DIAZ

Based upon request of the Court to determine issues relating to statements of the victim,
Mary Severson, the State makes the following offer of proof of testimony of Carol Diaz in support
of its case in chief:
1.

I am Mary Severson' s mother.

2.

Mary Severson was born on

3.

Mary was the mother of two children,

4.

1 saw Larry walking around the neighborhood with his first wife and he worked on
my cars sometime in early 1995.

5.

Mary brought Larry over to her house in 1995 and I met him personally that
afternoon.

Page l Offer of Testimony
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6.

Mary and Larry moved in together in 1995 because she went over to the house to
see them.

7.

Mary was planning a wedding because she saw the wedding dress that she had
purchased and we started looking at making announcements. Mary was also
wearing an engagement ring in 1995 or early 1996.

8.

Mary and Larry were married in August 1996 in Las Vegas Nevada. They went
there with the children and announced that they were married when they returned.

9.

In September of 1996 Mary and Larry moved to Mountain Home, Idaho with
Mary's youngest son

10.

In August of 2001, Mary moved back into my house with

from Mountain

Horne.
11.

When Mary arrived I picked her up at the airport and she was crying.

12.

In September 2001 I observed a couple of spots on Mary's legs and I requested that
she go see Dr. Kingston about the spots.

13.

Mary's demeanor when she was living with me during August and September was
that she seemed pre~occupied, like something was bothering her. I observed her
writing in a journal quite a bit.

14.

During September 2001, Mary began taking Paxil, 1 saw the bottle. Mary began
taking Hydroxycut tablets and began walking quite a bit. She lost about l 5~20
pounds in September and October 2001.

15.

In October 2001 she was very happy and energetic based upon my daily
observations.
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16.

In October 2001, Mary returned to Mountain Home for a few weeks through
November 2001. Mary told me when she left in October that she was going to
Mountain Home to work on her marriage.

17.

Mary returned to Grand Junction Colorado around the time of Michael's birthday at
the end of November 2001. At the time of Michael's birthday, Mary told me that
she presented an ultimatum to Defendant that ifhe wanted a divorce he could have

it as long as she got her house, her car, and $3000 cash.
18.

Mary returned to Idaho on December 18, 2001. Mary first said that she was
coming back to get her stuff, she then stated that she was not going to let Defendant
keep her stuff and that she wanted everything she had worked for.

19.

During the time between Christmas 2001 and Mary's death we spoke at least once a
week.

20.

Mary called me in January and asked me what I thought of pills that looked
different then other pills. Mary told me her fat burners had grey metal type stuff in
them. My response was I hope you are not taking them and she said stopped taking
them after she found the different colored ones. I told her to take them where she

had purchased them.
21.

A coup le of days later I called her and she told me that she did not know what

happened to the pills because Larry took them to Wal.Mart. I suggested she take
them to the police. She told me that day that her stomach was really hurting her. I
told her that she needed to go to a doctor. She said that she would be alright.
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I talked to her several times for the following weeks she continued to complain that
her stomach was burning and that she was throwing up blood a lot. I continued to
tell her to go to a doctor.
23.

In January 200 l, Mary stated that she needed more Paxil and that Lany would not

give her any money to buy any. I obtained a two week supply of Paxil samples
from Dr. Kingston in Colorado and mailed them to Mary in Mountain Home.
24.

At the end of January 2001 Mary called me and told me that she had gone to a
doctor and that they were going to do a scope down her throat.

25.

After the tests were done, I called her and she told me that she had acid reflux
disease and that they put her on Prevacid or Nexium. She told me that she finally ate
and that it stayed down but that it really hurt. I told her that she needed to be eating
smooth and soft food like Cream of Wheat and pudding.

26.

After Mary went to the Doctor, l talked to Defendant twice. One time he called me
and told me that Mary was really ill and I asked if she had gone back to the doctor
and he said no. I asked if it were her stomach still bothering and he replied that she
had ulcers and that it was like a '"crater in her gut."

27.

Defendant never mentioned any problems with Mary stopping breathing and
having to wake her up. l have never known Mary to suffer from this and she never
did it while she lived with me in 2001.

28.

I talked to Mary on Monday, February 11 because it was her birthday. Mary
sounded really tired and stated that her stomach was bothering her. I asked her
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about her pills being tampered with and I asked her to leave and come back with
me. I told her that I thought someone was tampering with her pills.
29.

On Tuesday (the following day), Mary called me very angry and said that I should
not have said anything about the pills being tampered with and that Larry and the
doctors were taking care of her and that she was fine.

30.

On Tuesday, February 12, 2002 Larry called me and told me how sick Mary was. I
had mentioned that she should fly home and he said that she was too sick to fly
home. I was worried about cancer and wanted to know if he wanted me to drive to
Mountain Home and pick her up and bring her back to Colorado. He advised me
that she was too sick travel and that she shouldn't come home.

31.

On February 14, 2002 I called Mary and she said that her stomach was feeling
better but that she was really tired. That call was around 7:00 p.m. that night.

Mary asked how Zachery was doing and I told her he was being bad and she
mentioned that she was not going to leave Zachery down with me forever.
32.

On Feburary 15, 2002 I was contacted my husband who told me that Candy

Severson (Lundy) had called our house and my husband told me that Mary was
dead.
33.

After that, I called Larry's house and Candy answered and told me that Mary had
died.

34.

Later that day I talked to Larry and he told me that he got up and found her not
breathing. He mentioned that Mary had trouble breathing and that he always had to
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check her breathing. He found her and she wasn't breathing. I did not talk to him
about life insurance that day at all.
35.

On February 15, I left Grand Junction and arrived that night. The next day I met

with Larry and asked him about how he was going to pay bills. I asked if there
was any insurance and he advised me that no there was no life insurance. I told that
there was a life insurance policy and that I was a beneficiary. He looked shocked.
36.

In September of October 2001, Mary told me that she had a life insurance policy
and that I was the beneficiary.
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DATED This 13th day of October 2004

AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

BY:~~.r:-Aaron Bazzoli
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the
day of October 2004, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document, to be served upon the following people by the following methods.

Elmore County Prosecutor
Aaron Bazzoli
190 South 4 th East

---Yirst Class Mail
L Hand Delivery Inter Mail
Facsimile

lVlountain Home, Id. 8364 7

E.R. Frachiseur
525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Id. 83647
fax. 587-2094

_}:j.l>st Class Mail
~-H-foan11 d Delivery Inter Mail
_Facsimile

Ellison M. Matthews
413 W. Jefferson Ste 4

~ r s t Class Mail
_ _Hand Delivery Inter Office Mail

PO Box 1988
Boise, Id.

__Facsimile

-·

Deputy Clerk
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503
FAX: (208) 587-2147
ISB#5512
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, fN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
STATE OF IDAHO

)

)

Plaintiff,
vs.
LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON
Defendant.

)
)

)
)
)
)

OFFER OF TESTIMONY
FOR TESTIMONIAL PURPOSES
OF NANCY ELLWANGER

Based upon request of the Court to determine issues relating to statements of the victim,
Mary Severson, the State makes the following offer of proof of testimony of Nancy Ellwanger in
support of its case in chief:
1.

I am a very close friend of Mary Severson.

2.

In February and March of2001 Mary was devastated about losing her job at Grant
Peterson's (they closed). In a couple of weeks Mary was looking for a new job to
help pay bills and seemed very happy. She was "Mary" again.

3.

In August 2001, Mary came through the drive thru at the bank crying. She said that
she found out Defendant was having an affair and he was sending her away to her
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mother's house in Colorado. Mary kept breaking down and crying. Mary said that
Defendant wanted them to take some time apart and figure it out later.
4.

September 2001 Mary was very upset about what had been going on in her
marriage when she returned to Colorado. Her doctor had prescribed Paxil

5.

September 2001, Mary was livid because she found out that Defendant and Jennifer
Watkins were engaged. Mary said she was not giving up on her marriage because
she married for love and life. Mary was going to fight for her marriage and she
hoped everything would work out. Mary was not depressed.

6.

October 2001, Mary was very upset and had changed her beneficiary on her life
insurance policy from Defendant to her mother without Defendant's knowledge.

Mary said she was feeling great, "like her old self'.
7.

January 2001, Mary still upbeat after New Year's Eve, ecstatic and very excited
about her son Michael's graduation from high school in the spring. Mary and
Nancy planned to take a road trip together to attend the graduation in the Spring.

Mary was on "cloud nine" about Michael.
8.

March 2001-December 2001 Mary had gained a lot of weight in Spring and
Summer of 2001. When Mary came back to Mountain Home she had lost the
weight. Mary was taking Hydroxycut and walking and exercising in Colorado.
Defendant was constantly criticizing her about her weight.

9.

Fall 200 l Mary said she would never agree to a divorce and if Defendant filed for
divorce, she was going to take everything he had including his favorite truck

Page 2 Offer of Testimony

because it was in her name. Mary told Defendant that ifhe wanted a divorce she
would demand that he pay her $3000 a month and the Defendant refused.
10.

January 2002, Mary was very sick. She complained of a stomach flu, diarrhea and
vomiting, ached and stomach hurt very bad. Mary said she had stomach gurgling
sounds. Mary said Defendant told her that she would stop breathing at night. Mary
said Defendant was getting pudding and sleeping pills for at Wal-mart, he would
put the pill on a spoon with pudding or grind it up for her in pudding along with
drinking Sprite. Mary said things were going good between herself and Larry.

11.

Mary said the Defendant told Mary she was having breathing/sleeping problems.
He called it "sleep apnea" where she would stop breathing in her sleep. Mary said
that she would wake up with Defendant hovering over her, Mary had not seen a
doctor. Mary stated she was not having any trouble sleeping and was unaware of
any breathing problems.

12.

February 14, 2002 I called Mary to verify she could still babysit for me due to her
past sickness. Mary said she felt great and looking forward to dinner that
Valentines Day with Defendant. Mary seemed happy and excited about going.
Mary said she intended to have their favorite meal at Smokey Mountain Pizza,
chicken fettuccine alfreado. Mary still unhappy about her marriage because it was

not fixed, she was hurt because Defendant had not gotten over Jennifer.
13.

Mary told me she was hiding several items in her home:

a.

A 3 X 5 metal spiral top notebook with a green cover where he was hiding
her cigarettes. Mary was keeping a diary of important conversations and
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dates in case of divorce. Defendant hated smoking and so she hid the
cigarettes.
B.

Bank statements, receipts and other documents she had obtained about
Jennifer and Defendant hiding documents in a manilla folder under the
mattress in a spare bedroom.

C.

Tape recording and micro cassette of statements and arguments between
Mary and Defendant.

D.

Zales Jewelry ring purchase receipt hidden under logs in fire grate in dining
room.

E.

8 mm tape of Defendant and Jennifer having dinner in Mary's house and
kissing, Jennifer wanting to change paper, paint etc in the master bedroom
and painting the bathroom.

13.

Mary said the things she was hiding were her trump cards in case Defendant
wanted to get a divorce.

DATED THIS 13 th day of October 2004.

~~G---r--=

Aaron Bazzoli
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney
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E.R. FRACHISEUR

ELMORE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
525 East Jackson
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
Telephone No. 587-9103
Facsimile No. 587-2094
Idaho State Bar No. 1388
ELLISON MATTHEWS
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1988
Boise, Idaho 83701-1988
Telephone No. (208) 336-1433
Facsimile No. (208) 336-9133
Idaho State Bar No. 1044
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICW.. DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

-vsLARRY SEVERSON,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2002-158
RESPONSE TO STATE'S
TRlAL MEMORANDUM IN RE:
ADMISSION OF REA.RSAY
STATEMENTS MADE BY VICTIM

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through counsel of record, E.R. Frachiseur, Elmore
County Public Defender and Ellison Matthews, Attorney at Law, and do hereby submit to the
Court this Memorandum in Response to the State's Trial Memorandum in Support of Admission
of Statement of Victim.

RESPONSE TO STATE'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM IN RE: ADMISSION OF
MADE BY VICTIM - Page 1
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HEARSORIGTNA L

STATEMENTS PROFFERED
The State asks the Court to reconsider its exclusion of the Decedent's hearsay statements
to witnesses Mallea, Ellwanger and Diaz. The State does not enumerate the statements~ but
describes them as " ... certain oral and written statements of the victim ... ". The Defense is in no

position to specifically respond to each and every potential oral or written statement of the
alleged victim in this case and thus will restrict this Memorandum to statements of the Decedent
described in the Factual Basis portion of the State's Memorandum.

THE RULE IN MUTUAL LIFE VS. HILLMON
In Mutual Life Insurance Co. o[New York vs. Hillman, 12 S.Ct. 909, 145 U.S. 285, 36
L.Ed. 706 (J 892), the United States Supreme Court held that under a particular provision of the
U.S.C.A, several actions filed by the same Plaintiff (Hillmen) against several Defendant insurers
could be consolidated in the exercise of appropriate discretion by the trial court. The court also
held that in actions by a single plaintiff against different defendants with common defenses each
of the defendants were entitled to their statutory number of preemptory challenges as opposed to

all of the defendants together having only the statutory number. Thus, when three or four
defendant insureds were sued by Ms. Hillmon, each of the defendant insureds were entitled to
three peremptory challenges.
As a guidance for the retrial of the matter, and therefore as dicta, the Supreme Court in

Hillmon chose to entertain an evidentiary question raised by plaintiff as to the admissibility of
certain letters written by purportedly deceased insureds:

"There is, however, one question of evidence so important, so fully argued at the
bar, and so likely to arise upon another trial, that it is proper to express an opinion
upon it." Id. p. 294.

RESPONSE TO STATE'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM IN RE: ADMISSION OF HEARSAY STATEMENTS
MADE BY VICTIM - Page 2

The plaintiffs in the case claimed that the letters were admissible because they were
" ... memoranda made in the ordinary course of business ... " The court rejected this argument,
but ruled the letters admissible:
"But upon another ground suggested they (the letters) should have been admitted.
A man's state of mind or feeling can only be manifested to others by countenance,
attitude, or gesture, or by sounds or words, wpoken or written. The nature of the
fact to be proved is the same, and evidence of its proper tokens is equally
competent to prove it, whether expressed by aspect or conduct, by voice or pen.
When the intention to be proved is important only as qualifying an act, its
connection with that act must be shown, in order to warrant the admission of
declarations of the intention. But whenever the intention is of itself a distinct and
material fact in a chain of circumstances, it may be proved by contemporaneous
oral or written declarations of the party." Hillmon, supra, 145 U.S. 295.
(emphasis added)
The authority for this ruling was said to be Nicholls vs. Webb, 8 Wheat. 326, 337, in
holding that letters by the purportedly dead men were admissible for proof of their intentions to
travel to particular places, the court stated the rule as follows:
"The existence of a particular intention in a certain person at a certain time being a
material fact to be proved, evidence that he expressed that intention at that time is
as direct evidence of the fact as his own testimony that he then had that intention
would be. After his death these (sic) can hardly be any other way of proving it, and
while he is still alive his own memory of his state of mind at a former time is no
more likely to be clear and true than a bystander's recollection of what he then
said, and is less trustworthy than letters written by him at the very time and under
circumstances precluding a suspicion of misrepresentation." Id.
The Hillman Court went on to hold that the letters were not competent to prove the facts
communicated in them. The Court also held that the letters were not competent as proof that the
purportedly deceased person actually carried out the intention. They were, however, competent
as evidence that the individual had the intention of going to a particular place with a particular
person, thereby making the letter relevant to establish the identity of a dead body subsequently
found.

RESPONSE TO STATE'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM IN RE: ADMISSION OF HEARSAY STATEMENTS
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The Court went so far as to state that the written declarations of intent were "verbal acts"

and as competent as any other testimony.
In announcing the rule, the Supreme Court made it very clear that the evidence was
admissible only for the purpose of establishing a particular mental state when that mental state is
an issue. There is no suggestion in the Hillman case that the intent of a deceased declarant is
admissible for any purpose not involving the presence or absence of an intent. This is precisely
what the State is attempting to do in this case, i.e., the declarant's state of mind is being offered
as a foundation for an alleged motive on the part of the Defendant to kill the declarant. It is not
legitimate evidence for this purpose.

HILLMON AND RULE 803(3), I.R.E.
In the State's Memorandum, it claims that the "rule" of Mutual Life Insurance Company_
vs. Hillmon was intended to be "left undisturbed" by Rule 803(3) of the Federal Rules of
Evidence. This is said to also be the conclusion of the Federal Advisory Committee Report. In
United States vs. Pheaster. 544 F.2d 353, 2 Fed.R. Evid. Serv. 593 (9 th Circuit Court ofAppeals,
1976) the Court quoted the Advisory Committee's comments as follows:
"The rule of Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Hillmon (citation omitted) allowing evidence
of intention as tending to prove the doing of the act intended, is, of course, left
undisturbed."

In that same case however, after the Court noted that the Notes of the House Committee
on the Judiciary concerning Rule 803(3) were more specific and revealing than the Advisory
Committee Notes.
"However, the Committee intends that the Rule be construed to limit the doctrine
of Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Hillmen (citation omitted) so as to render
statements of intent by a declarant admissible only to prove his future conduct, not
the future conduct of another person."
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There can be little doubt that Hillmon represented one extreme of the purported
"common-law" hearsay exception for state of mind.

On the other hand, the United States

Supreme Court in 1933, decided Shepard vs. United States, 290 U.S. 96, 54 S.Ct. 22, 78 L.Ed.

I 96. In that case, which is similar to the present prosecution in its allegation of murder by
poison, Justice Cardozo delivered the opinion of the Court concerning whether the alleged
victims statement that "Dr. Shepard has poisoned me" was admissible under the common-law
state of mind exception to the hearsay rule. Justice Cardozo's opinion concluded that it was not.
The opinion discarded the argument that the statement was a dying declaration.

The

government's second argument in the Shepard case was that by opening the issue of the
deceased's suicidal tendencies, the defense had made the declarant's state of mind relevant and
therefore her statement that "Dr. Shepard has poisoned me" tended to negate any theory of a
suicidal state of mind. Noting that the ad.mission of the evidence accomplished a quite different
purpose, Justice Cardozo held that the statement should not have been admissible. In refening to
the government's use of the evidence in the Shepard case, Justice Cardozo stated:
"It (the government) did not use the declarations by Mrs. Shepard to prove her
present thoughts and feelings, or even her thoughts and feelings in times past. It
used the declarations as proof of an act committed by someone else, as evidence
that she was dying of poison given by her husband." Shepard, supra, 290 U.S. at
104.
Discussing the status of Mutual Life Insur. Co. vs. Hillman, the Court characterized that
opinion as follows:
"So also in suits upon insurance policies, declarations by an insured that he intends
to go upon a journey with another maybe evidence of a state of mind lending
probability to the conclusion that the purpose was fulfilled. Mutual Life Insur. Co.
v. Hillmon. supra. The ruling in that case marks the high-water line beyond which
courts have been unwilling to go. It has developed a substantial body of criticism
and commentary." Id. 290 U.S. at 105. (Emphasis added).
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CONTINUING VALIDITY OF HILLMON

It must be noted that the Hillman case was a diversity action brought by Sallie Hillmon, a
citizen of Kansas, against Mutual Life Insurance Company ofNew York in the District Court of
the United States for the District of Kansas. The decision is 112 years old. As a decision on the
"common-law" mental state exception to the hearsay rule it stands on no better footing as far as
Idaho is concerned than Shepard vs. United States, supra.
In the present case, the relevant common-law rule concerning the state of mind exception
to the hearsay rule is that developed in the State ofldaho prior to the adoption of the Idaho Rules
of Evidence.

In State of Idaho vs. Radabaugh, 93 Idaho 727, 471 P.2d 582 (1970), certain hearsay
evidence from the victims of the crime was offered:
''The second statement, (he might as well get his stuff and go back to skid raw
(sic) where he came from, because she was c1osing the hotel and moving to Texas
with her son), was offered to show motive on the part of Radabaugh and is
properly admissible since Radabaugh admitted that he had been notffied that the
hotel was to be closed and that the two ladies were moving back to Texas."
Radabaugh, 93 Idaho 727 at 731.
Clearly, to use the state of mind exception of a hearsay declarant to establish a motive on
the part of a defendant to do the declarant harm, the declarant's state of mind must be shown to
have been communicated to the defendant. If this showing is not made, the declarant's state of
mind is simply not relevant.
The State in our case makes it perfectly clear that the purpose of the admission of these
statements is the Defendant's motive. "The prosecution will offer these various statements as
circumstantial evidence of the motive the Defendant for murdering his fonner wife in order to
prove that he death was neither an accident, nor a suicide." Memorandum, Page 4. The State
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does not offer to prove communication of the Decedent's intent to the Defendant. The evidence
is irrelevant.
The relevance issue discussed in Radabaugh also figures prominently in the recent Idaho
case of State vs. Grey, 129 Idaho 724, 932 P.2d 907 (Ct. App. 1997). In that case, the Defendant
attempted to prove that one of the victims was frightened of her former boyfriend whom she
believed would hann her. In ruling that the trial court did not error in excluding such testimony,
the Court of Appeals pointed out that it was not the victim's state of mind which was relevant,
but the boyfriend's. Thus, proof that the boyfriend actually had an intent to kill the victim would

be probative of the proposition that the defendant did not kill her. The victim's state of mind
was held to be simply irrelevant.
Similarly, in this case, declarations by the victim of her fear of the Defendant or that the
Defendant might hann her are probative only of the decease's state of mind and are in no way
probative of the Defendant's intent to harm the deceased. The evidence is not admissible for the
purpose because of lack of relevance.

STATEMENTS IN THE PRESENT CASE
Under "Factual Basis for Ruling", the State indicates that they would be offering several
statements by the deceased declarant.
The first is that the Defendant would be sending the declarant divorce papers and that the
declarant " ... had no intention of signing them." Memorandum, Page 5. This is a statement of
conditional intention. Unless the State can show that the Defendant actually sent the declarant
divorce papers, the declarant's statement of intention as to what she would do with them is

irrelevant to any issue in the case.
The State goes on to indicate that they intend to offer the declarant's statement that" ... if
the Defendant filed for divorce, she was going to take every asset he had since everything was in
RESPONSE TO STATE'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM IN RE: ADMISSION OF HEARSAY STATEMENTS
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her name." This is the State's "motive" declaration. The Court should note tliat, once again, the
statement of intention is conditioned on the Defendant's filing for divorce. Without proof from
the State that the Defendant filed for divorce, the victim's statement of intention is utterly
irrelevant. The State cannot prove that the Defendant filed for divorce because he did not file for
divorce. Thus, this statement is completely irrelevant to any supposed motive on the part of the
Defendant. Furthermore, of course, there is no suggestion that the State will be able to prove
that the Decedent made this statement to the Defendant or that he was aware of her conditional
intention.
The State has also indicated it would offer declarant' s statement that " ... she was taking
Paxil and it was making her feel better." If this statement was made to one of more physicians,
as apparently it was, it would be admissible as a statement of bodily health for the purpose of
medical treatment and therefore a clear exception to the hearsay rule. It is not admissible for the
purpose of showing that the declarant was not "severely depressed or suicidal". Such purpose is
not available to the State unless a defense involving the declarant's suicide is offered. None has
been offered and none will be offered. The statement is not admissible.
The State indicates it will offer declarant's statement that " ... she wanted to be thin like
Jennifer, was walking every day and taking Hydroxycut." This is irrelevant heresay, offered for
its truth. It is not admissible.
According to the Memorandum, the State would offer declarant's statement that" .. ,she
had been diagnosed as having an ulcer and that she was taking Prevacid, then switched to
Nexium, but found it difficult to keep the Nexium down so she was taking it with pudding."
Declarant's statement that she had been diagnosed as having an ulcer and was tiling Prevacid is
not admissible under the terms of Rule 803(3). This is the case because the statement relates to
past events. Past events are strictly eliminated under the specific tem1s of Rule 803(3). The
RESPONSE TO STATE'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM IN RE: ADMISSION OF HEARSAY STATEMENTS
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declara:nt's statements about switching to Nexium and having difficulty keeping it down are also
statements relating to past events. This would not be admissible even under Halman.
The declarant's statement that she was hiding a video she had folU1d is not relevant to the
declarant's state of mind and is therefore not an exception to the hearsay rule. Her statement that
she had not made up her mind as to whether she would renew the tax number for Auto Works is
a statement of a non-state of mind or a confused state of mind. It does not have any tendency to
prove an intention not to renew the tax number. The declarant's statement that she was being
" ... excluded from the business" is again a declaration of past events. It is clearly not offered for
the purpose of establishing a state of mind but is being offered for the truth of the declarant's
assertion that she was being excluded from the business. It is not admissible.

APPLICABILITY OF I.R.E. 403
This Rule provides as follows:
"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is
substantially out weighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusions of the
issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time,
or needless presentation of cumulative evidence."
This Rule-·applies to

an evidencernot simply character evidence or evidence of prior

wrongs or acts.
Thus, even if a declaration by the Decedent wer~ admissible to show intention or state of
mind, its probative value in doing so must be weighed against the prejudicial effect of the
evidence. In this respect, Justice Cardozo's opinion in Shepard, supra, is instructive. Evidence
of a purported state of mind involving fear of a criminal defendant is always grossly prejudicial.

In comparison to the prejudicial effect of the testimony, its probative value in establishing some
intent on the part of the declarant or the declarant's statement of mind at the time the statement is
relatively minimal. As indicated in Cardozo's opinion in Shepard, the prejudicial effect of the
RESPONSE TO STATE'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM IN RE: ADMISSION OF HEARSAY STATEMENTS
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evidence simply drowns out the purported probative value simply because the jury is rarely
capable of drawing such fine distinctions concerning any legitimate use of the declaration. The
offer is invariably made for the prejudicial effect of the testimony as opposed to any technically
probative value it may have.

CONCLUSION
Statements of the Decedent to show her fear of the Defendant or to show her intention to

impoverish him in a divorce are not admissible in this action.

Statements of intention are not

admissible unless the State can prove, as they cannot, that such a state of mind was conveyed by
the declarant to the Defendant. Radabaugh, supra.

In cases of declarations of a state of mind involving fear of the Defendant, the State must
establish that the declarant's state of mind is relevant as opposed to Defendant's state of mind.
That cannot be shown in this case. Therefore, the holding in State vs. Grey'. supra, that such
statements are not admissible because they are not relevant controls the detennination. 1
Finally, introduction of such declarations to establish a motive on the part of the
Defendant to murder his wife to avoid being taken to the cleaners in a divorce does not support
the admission of the declarations because the intention is contingent upon the Defendant
proceeding against the declarant for a divorce. That did not occur in this case. It cannot be
proven in this case.

Therefore, such declarations have no probative value as proof of

Defendant's motive. They are inadmissible.

I
I

!
1 For an Idaho case admitting such declarations when a defendant has made them relevant by introducting state of
mind evidence himself (herself), please see State vs. Muguerza, 46 Idaho 456, 268 P. 1 (1928). That case cited
Hillmon, but held the declarations admissible only because defendant raised the issue.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14th day of October, 2004 ..

E.R. Frachsieur
Elmore County Public Defender

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

f ~{h day of October, 2004, I caused a true and correct

copy of the above and foregoing document T to be served to Aaron J. Bazzoli, Prosecuting
Attorney, at his address of 190 South 4 th East, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647, by personal

delivery thereof and by facsimile (208) 587-2147.

~R_o_d_n-·gu-es_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Legal Assistant
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lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURIB JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

STATE OF WAHO
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~vsLARRY SEVERSON,

Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2002-158

ADDENDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO STATE'S MOTION TO USE
HEARSAY DECLARATIONS OF
TIIB DECEDENT

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through cotlll.$el of record, E.R. Frachiseur, Elmore
County Public Defender, and Ellison Matthews, Attorney at Law; and hereby submits this

Addendum in Opposition to State's Motion to Use Hearsay Declarations of the Decedent.
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Late ·in the day on October 13, 2004, the State served defense counsel with Offers of
Testimony by Theresa Mallea and Carol Dia.2:. Copies of these offers are attached hereto for

reference.

In the available time, the defense will attempt to respond to the proffers in these tvvo
offers.
TESTIMONY OF TERESA MALLEA:

Paragraph 1: "I am a friend ofMary Severson. "

This testimony is not objectionable and has already been given.
Paragraph 2: "In August 2001 l observed Mary crying. She told me that Defendant had
a.sked her to leave. She stated that Defendant did (sic) want to be married to her any longer.
Mary stated that Defendant had a girlfriend named Jennifer Watkins and she asked me if I could
take her and Zachery to the airport. "
If relevant, the witness could testify that in August 2001, she observed Mary crying.

Since the observation occurred six (6) months prior to the alleged crime, its relevance is highly
questionable.

Mary's recitation to the witness. of statements allegedly made to her by the

Defendant concerning the Defendant's having asked her to leave and declaring that he did not
wish to be married to her any longer and that he had a girlfriend are strictly hearsay and not
admissible. They do not reflect any state of mind on the part of the declarant but are offered for

the truth of the statements.

Paragraph 3: "Mary called me from Colorado in Fall of 2001 and stated that Defendant
wanted a divorce and was sending her paper.s. Mary stated that she would not sign them.

These declarations are hearsay as to the Defendant's state of mind concerning a divorce
and his intention to send her papers. If the statements had related to the declarant, they might
have been admissible under Hillman. As statements of the Defendant, they are strictly hearsay
ADDENDUM lN OPPOSrrlON TO STATE'S MOTION TO USE HEAR.SAY
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and inadmissible. Declarant's statement that she would not sign divorce papers if sent to her by

the Defendant is a conditional declaration. Before it has any relevance or is admissible it would
have to be shown that the Defendant in fact sent the declarant divorce papers. This cannot be

proved because it did not happen. The statements are inadmissible.
Paragraph 4: During the Fall of 2001, Mary called me and staled (sfo) about wanting to
lose weight and look like Jennifer so that Defendant would take her back She was walking every
day and taking Hydroxycut to lose weight to compete with Jennifer who weighed less than I 00
pounds."
Declarant's stated desire to lose weight and look like Jennjfer and her efforts to do that

are not relevant to any issue in the case known to the Defendant. The declarant' s state of mind in
the Fall of 2001 that she wished to lose weight has no tendency to prove any material issue in

this case.
Paragraph 5:

"Mary said she was seeing a doctor in Colorado and was taking Paxil

which made her feel better. Mary was not depressed or suicidal and said she was feeling really

good.''
The declarant's statement that she had seen a doctor in Colorado and was taking PaxH are
not offered for any state of mind purpose and are inadmissible hearsay.

The decedent's

statement that she felt better may be admissible as state of mind at the time the statement was

made but only if the declaranfs state of mind at that time is relevant to some issue in the case.
The fact that Mary was not depressed or suicidal is only relevant if those issues are raised by the
evidence.
Paragraph 6: "Fall 2001 Mary mentioned to me that she was hiding a video that she had
found so Defendant could hot find it because it was Video of Jennifer and Defendant /dssing her

in (sic) house. "
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This appears to be a declaration of state of mind in the past. It is not admissible for this
purpose.

f{fllmon, United Stat~ v~. Shephard

The factual declarations concerning the

substance of the video ate hearsay without an applicable exception and are therefore

inadmissible.
Paragraph 7: "Late January 2002 I ran into Mary and Larry at the hospital in Mountain
Home. Mary stated that she was having serious stomach problems and was at the hospital for an

upper GL"
:Mary's statement that she " ... was having serious stomach problems ..." is a statement of
bodily health which would be admissible under the state of mind exception and 803(3) ifit were

relevant to some issue in the case.

Paragraph 8: "After that, Mary called me on thf! telephone and sai'd that she was taking
Prevacid for her stomach problems and had recently changed to Nexium. Mary said that she
was having trouble keeping the pill.s down and that Defendant was m'ixing her pills with pudding

to avoid get (sic) sick to her stomach. ''
Declaranfs statement that she was taking Preva.cid and had recently changed to Nexium
is a hearsay statement of fact not admissible for its truth. Her statement that she was having

trouble keeping the pills down and that the Defendant had been or was mixing the pills with

pudding is also a statement of fact and is inadmissible as a hearsay declaration. It does not go to
the declarant's state of mind an.d it does not go to the declarant's intention to do some act in the
future.

Paragraph 9: "Mary did not seem depressed or suicidal. "
It should be noted that no time frame is given for this impression to be testified to by the

witness. Further, of course, it is only admissible if the issue of declarant's having committed

suicide is raised by the evidence.
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TESTIMOISX OF.CAROL DIAZ
Paragraphs I through 5 of the "Offer of Testimony for Testimonial Purposes of Carol
Diaz" are all testimony conceming facts which the witness can presumably testify too from her

personal knowledge. Whether any of these facts are relevant to the case when offered is another
question entirely.

Paragraphs 6 through 12 are also statements of fact. Except for Paragraph 8, this
testimony would be admissible if relevant. Paragraph 8 would appear not to be competent

testimony from the witness in as much as it involves factual matters of which she had no
personal knowledge.
Paragraph 13: ..Mary's demeanor when she was living with me during August and

September was that she seemed pre-occupied, like something was bothering her. I observed her
writing in a journal quite a bit."
This would appear to be the witness' testimony about her observations of the declarant.
August and September 2001 are sufficiently removed from the time of the alleged crime in
February of 2002 that the witness' observations of the Decedent's demeanor at that time would

have little or no relevance.
Paragraph 14:

"During September 2001, Mary began taking Pax:il, 1 saw the bottle.

Mary began taking Hydrozycut tablets and began walking quite a bit. She lost about 15-20

pounds in September and October 2001. "

The fact that Mary was taking Pax.ii and Hydroxycut during September 2001 is probably
relevant to various issues in this case. Her loss of weight is not.
Paragraph 15: "ln October 2001 she was very happy and energetic based upon my daily
observations. "
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This is an observation made by the witness in October 2001 and not a declaration of the
Decedent. Whether the declarant's attitude and state of mind in October 2001 is relevant when
offered is another issue.

Paragraph 16: "In October 2001, Mary returned to Mountain Home for a few weeks
through November 2001. Mary told me when .she left in October that she was going to Mountain
Home to work on her marriage. .,
The action of the declatant in leavfog Colorado for Mountain Home would appear to be a
matter of fact and not hearsay. The declarant's statement of intention in. October 2001 that she
was going to "work on her ma.triage" may or may not be relevant depending on whether her state
of mind in October 2001 is someh<>w relevant to the alleged crime which occurred in February of
2002.

Paragraph 17:

''Mary returned to Grand Junction Colorado around the time of

Michael's birthday at the end of November 2001. At the time of Michael's birthday. Mary told
me that she presented an ultimatum to Defendant that if he wanted a divorce he could have it as
long as she got her house, her car and $3000 cash. ..
Declarant's return to Colotado would appear to be a matter of fact. Mary's statement to
the witness that she had told the Defendant something about a divorce is hearsay and not offered
for any state of mind or other legitimate purpose but simply for its truth. It is not admissible.
Paragraph 18: "Mary returned to Idaho on December 18, 201. Mary first said that she

was coming back to get her stuff, she then stated that she was not going to let Defendant keep her
stuffand that she wanted everything she had worked/or.''

The declarant's return to Idaho on December 18, 2001, would appear to be a matter of

fact which could be testified to if relevant. Her :intention to "get her stuff' and her statement that
"she wanted everything she had worked for"

appear to be declarations concerning Mary's
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immediate intent.

As such~ these declarations might be admissible for that purpose if her

intention to get her stuff has some bearing on an issue in the case.

Paragraph 19: "During the time between Christma.$ 2001 and Mary's death we spoke at
least once a week "
This appea:,;s to be a matter of fact and not hearsay.
Paragraph 20: ''Mary called me in January and asked me what I thought of pills that
looked different then (sic) other pills. Mary told me her fat burners had grey metal type stuff in

rhem. My response was I hope you are not taking them and she said (sic) stopped taking them
after she fmmd the different colored ones. I told her to take them where she had purchased
them."

Toe declarant's question of the witness as to what she thought of pills that (~looked
differenr is not admissible for any purpose because it is irrelevant as having no tendency to
prove anything. Declarant·s statement concerning" ... her fat burners ... " is strictly hearsay and

inadmissible. The witness' response to the declarant is irrelevant. The witness• direction to

" ... take them where she had purchased them ... ,, is also :irrelevant and inadmissible.
Paragraph 21: ''A couple of days later I called her and she told me that she dtd not
know what happened to the pills because Larry took them to Wal-Mart. I suggested she take
them tCJ the police, She told me th.at day that he stomach was really hurting her. I told her that
she needed to go to a doctor. She said that she would be alright. "
The only admissible evidence in this offer is the declarant's statement that her stomach
was "really hurting her... The balance are either irrelevant statements made by the witness to the
declarant or statements by the dec1arant offered for the truth of the assertions contained in them.
The first sentence ofthls offer is nonsensieal .
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Paragraph 22: "I talked to her several times for the following weeks she continued to

complain that her stomach was burning and that she was throwing up blood a lot, I continued to
tell her to go to a doctor. "

The declaranes statement that her stomach was bll.tning and that she was throwing up
blood a lot may be an admis$ible statement of bodily health if a satisfactory foundation for the
time and circumstances surrounding the statement is proved by the State. The witness' remarks

to the declarant continue to be irrelevant and therefore inadmissible.
Paragraph 23: "In. January 2001, Mary stated that she needed more Paxil and that

Larry would not give her any money to buy any. I obtained a two week supply of Paxil samples
from Dr. Kingston in Colorado and mailed them to Mary in Mountain Home . ..
The declarant's statement concerning her "need,, for addition.al Paxil is admissible t.o
prove a state of mind involving dependency on the dmg. The statement that Larry would not

give her money to buy the drug is hearsay offered for its truth of the assertions.
inadmissible. The witnesses testimony about her own actions

is undoubtedly

It is

relevant and

material and admissible for what she did.
Paragraph 24: "At the end of January 2001 Mary called me and told me that .she had
gone ro a doctor and that they were going to do a scope down her throat. "
These statements do not reflect any state of mind on the part of the declarant and are

therefore inadmissible under the state of mind exception to the hearsay role.
Paragraph 25: "After the tests were done, I called her and sh~ told me that she had acid
reflux disease and that they put h.er on Prevacid or Ne:xi:um. She told me that she finally ate and
that it stayed down but that it really hurt. I told her that she needed to be eating smooth and soft
food like Cream of Wheat and pudding. "
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The declarant's statement concerning acid reflux disease and her medications is probably
admissible as a declaration concerning health. Her statement that eating really hurt might come
in unde:r the same exception. Once again, the witness' statements to the declarant are irrelevant
and inadmissible.

The witness' conclusions that certain medical tests were done are also

inadmissible unless some foundation is shown for the witness' knowledge.

Paragraph 26: "After Mary went to the Doctor, I talked to Defendant twice. One time
he called me and told me that Mary was really ill and I asked if she had gone back to the doctor
and he said no, I asked if it were her stomach still bothering her and he replied that she had
ulcers and that it was like a 'crater in her gut. "'
This testimony appears to be statements of the Defendant and not of the declarant.

Paragraph 27: "Defendant never mentioned any problems with Mary stopping breathing
and having to wake her up. I have never known Mary to suffer from this and she never did it

while she lived with me in 2001."
The Defendant's failure to mention a problem. is not admissible as it does not support any
legitimate inference with a tendency to prove anything. The witness' statement that she had

never knovm Mary to suffer from breathing problems and that ••, .. she never did it while she lived
with me in 2001 .. ," is inadmissible. The witness' knowledge of Macy's suffering breathing

problems is irrelevant. Her statement that Mary "., .never did it while she lived with me in
2001. . .'1 is beyond the knowledge of the witness and is incompetent.

Paragraph 28: "l talked to Mary on Monday. February 11 because it was her birthday.

Mary sounded really tired and stated that her stomach was bothering her. I asked her about her
pills being tampered with and I asked her to leave and come back with me. l told her that I
thought someone was tampering with her pills. "
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The fact that the witness talked to Mary on February 11 may be relevant. Declarant's
statement that her stomach was bothering her is probably admissible as a declaration concerning
her bodily health. The witness' request of the De.cedent is irrelevant and inadmissible. The
witness' statement of opinion to Decedent is irrelevant.

Paragraph 29: "On Tuesday (the following day), Mary called me very angry and said
that I should net have said anything about the pills befrtg tampered with and that Larry and the
doctors were taking care of her and that she w~fine."
The declarant,s anger with the witness is irreleva:nt. The declarant's opinion that the
witness should not have made·a particular statexnent is in:elevaut. The declarant's statement that

" ... she was fine'' is ~ssible as a statement of bodily health.
Paragraph 30: ''On Tuesday, February 12, 2002 Larry called me and told me how sick
Mary was. I had mentioned that she should fly home and he said that she was too sick to fly
home. I was worried about cancer and wanted to know if he wanted me to drive to lvfountain
Home and pick her up and bring her back to Colorado. He advised me that she was too sick t(}

travel and that she shouldn 't come home. "
The Defendanes statements to the witness in Paragraph 30 are not hearsay. They are r.ot
declarations of the Decedent. The witness' questions of the Defendant are irrelevant.
Paragraph 31: "On February 14, 2002 I called Mary and she said that her stomach was
feeling better but that she was really tired. That call was around 7:00 p.m. that night. Mary

asked how Zachery was doing and I told her he was being bad and she mentioned. that she was

not going to leave Zachery down wi.t:h me forever. "
The declarant's statement that her stomach was feeling better but that she was really tired
is probably admissible as a declaration concerning bodily health. The declarant's statement that
" ... she was uot going to leave Zachery down with me forever" may be admissible under 803(3)
ADDENDUM IN OPPOSIT1ON TO STATE'S MOTION TO USE HEARSAY
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of the Idaho Rules of Evidence as a declaration of intention. Ai, such, however, it is not relevant
to any issue in the case and it should therefore not be admitted.
Paragraph 32: "On Febniary I 5, 2002 I was contacted (sic) my husband who told me
that Candy Severson (Lundy) had called our house and my husband told me that Mary was
dead."

The statements by the witness' husband are hearsay and inadmissible.
Paragraph 33: "After that, I called Larry's house and Candy answered and told me that

Mary had died. "
Candy's statements to the witness are hearsay and inadmissible.
Paragraph 34: ''Later that day I talked to Larry and he told me that he got up and found
her not breathing. He mentioned that Mary had trouble breathing and that he always had to
check her breathing, He fo'IJ,]1.d her and she wasn't breathing. I did not talk to him about life

insurance that day at all. "
The witness' statements concerning her discussion with the Defendant a.re admissible if
relevant

No issues concerning hearsay declarations by the Decedent are raised by this

paragraph.

Paragraph 35: "On February 15, I left Grand Junction and arrived that night. The next
day I met with Larry and asked him about haw he was going to pay bills. I asked if there was

any insurance and he advised me that no there was n.o life tnsurance. I told (sic) that there was
a life insurance policy and that I was a beneficiary. He looked shocked. "

The witness can testify that she left Grand Junction and traveled to Mountain Home. The
witness' questions to the Defendant are irrelevant. The Defendant's statements to the witness
that there was no life insurance might be admissible on the issue of Defendant's state of mind
concerning life insurance if that is relevant at the time the statement is offered. What the witness
ADDENDUM IN O:PPOSmoN TO STATE'S MOTION TO USE HEARSAY
DECLARATIONS OF TIIE DECEDENT - Page 11
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told the Defendant about the life insurance policy is relevant only to show that the Defendant

was made aware oftb.e alleged facts at that time.
Paragraph 36: ''In September of (sic) October 2001, Mary told me that she had a life

insurance policy and that I was the beneficiary. "
Mary's declarations to this effect are inadmissible hearsay because obviously offered for
their truth. Presumably the witness can testify to Mary's execution of a change of beneficiary if
she was present when that was done. Otherwise her statements to that effect are inadmissible.

CONCLUSION
The suggested testimony of Carol Diaz and Teresa Mallea is not admissible for the truth
of the declarant's assertions contained therein. Depending upon relevance, declarations of the

Decedent as to her good or bad health, pain~ etc. may be admissible. Statements by the witnesses
to the deelarant are inadmissible unless the declarant's possession of the knowledge provided in
the statement is of relevance at the time the witness J statement is made to the declarant.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14 th day of October, 2004.

E.R. Frachiseur
Ehnore County Public Defender
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 14th day of October. 2004, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document to be served to Aaron J. Baz.zoli, Prosecuting
Attorney~ at his address of 190 South 4th East, Mountain Home, Idaho 83647, by personal
delivery thereof and by facsimile (208) 587~2147.

ADDENDUM: IN OPFOSffiON TO STATE'S MOTION TO USE REA.RSAY
DECLA.RATIONS OF ntE DECEDENT- Page 13

AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 (EXT 503)
FACSIMILE: (208) 587-2147
ISB # 5512

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
IN THE INTEREST OF

TERRY BUCHOLTZ,

____________

)
)
)
)
)
)

IMMUNITY AGREEMENT

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Aaron Bazzoli, the Elmore County
Prosecuting Attorney, and TERRY BUCHOLTZ, and the State hereby grants TERRY BUCHOLTZ,
immunity for her testifying in the case of STATE OF IDAHO V. LARRY SEVERSON, CR-02158.
Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-1114, TERRY BUCHOLTZ hereby agrees to
voluntarily testify understanding that any testimony that TERRY BUCHOLTZ gives that would be
privileged to withhold the answer given or the evidence produced. I will not be prosecuted or
subjected to penalty or forfeiture for or on account of any fact or act concerning which, in
accordance with such agreement, I answered or produced evidence thereof. I may be prosecuted
or subjected to penalty or forfeiture for any perjury, false swearing or contempt committed in
answering or in producing evidence in accordance with this agreement.

Pagel

Immunity Agreement
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DATED this cQ~day of

0~ ,

2004.

AARON BAZZOLI
PROSECUTING ATTOR.i~'EY

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ELMORE

)
)SS.:
)

TERRY BUCHOLTZ, Being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
That he has read the foregoing IMMUNITY AGREEMENT and knows the contents thereof;

that he agrees to the matters stated therein.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

cl_ kay of October 2004----

LIC, STATE OF IDAHO
Residing at Mountain Home, ID
Commission Expires: ?-lo _ :J..0/0

Immunity Agreement
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AARON BAZZOLI
t~LMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East

C

Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144
l.S.B. No. 5512

FAX: (208) 587-2147
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC']'(6VTi'~
· .. ~ ;'JRT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

LARRY M. SEVERSON
Defendant

)
)

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

---------------)
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ELMORE

1.

)
) SS.:
)

Your affiant is Aaron Bazzoli duties: Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney. There is an ongoing

criminal case concerning the nature of the death of Mary Severson.
2.

This ongoing investigation requires procurement of those documents listed in the requested

subpoenas duces tecum, copies of which are attached hereto and incorporated herein; and

3.

The documents sought to be produced are needed the ongoing investigation because the suspicious

nature of the deathofMary Seversonmayhaveafinancial motive and it is necessary to obtain the copies
of all bank documents for account# 0171104102 for AutoWorks. This information is necessary to assist
the investigation for transactions and proofof :financial gain of Larry Severson, Mary Severson' s husband.
4.

The State has made reasonable efforts to obtain these documents, to-wit: our office was informed

that no records could be released without a subpoena.
5.

There is no other means by which these records may be obtained.

DATED This 27th day of October, 2004.

AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

AAR~~f=<=
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 27th day of October, 2004.

NOT!)R~~F!D
Residing at Mountain Home, ID
Commission Expires:7-10-2004
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144
FAX: (208) 587-2147
ISB#5512
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

)

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-2002-000158

)
)
)
MOTION IN LIMINE
REGARDING LATE DISCLOSED

)

vs.
LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

DEFENSE WITNESSES

COMES NOW the State of Idaho, by and through Aaron Bazzoli, Prosecutor for Elmore
County, and hereby moves this Court for an order prohibiting the Defendant from calling witnesses
disclosed late.
The State has filed repeated requests for discovery on defense counsel prior to Mr.
Frachiseur and after current defense counsel was appointed in November. Defendant disclosed

Mary Anca on or about October 4, 2004 with Elmore County medical records. Mary Anca was on
the jury panel and was subject to voir dire one week prior to defense counsel disclosing her as a
potential witness.

Page l MOTION IN LIMINE
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The State also object to Defendant calling Paul Langford who was never disclosed not
placed on Defendant's witness list. On October 27, 2004 Defendant presented a list of witnesses
to the state with this name on it. Defendant also question Dr. Welch during their cross examination
approximately one week prior to the disclosure on the witness list and also attemptee:l to get the Dr.
Welsh to testify about some document that Paul Langford apparently prepared. Defense counsel
showed the State the document at the trial and that was the first time the State ever saw the
document. Whenever defense counsel received this information is unknown but what is clear is
that Defendant had this infonnation prior to October 20, 2004 and never disclosed it to the State.
The information states "sleep apnea" on the document and supposedly Paul Langford would testify
that he wrote that on the document but does not remember who said it to him. Defense may
introduce this information to show that decedent indeed told someone that she had sleep apnea or
that the Defendant told someone and she did not correct him and therefore she admitted it. Without
further time and investigation the State cannot disprove or respond to this allegation.

If the defense had this witness and document prior to trial and failed or neglected to
disclose it then there should be sanctions for this action. The Defendant has made many motions
objecting to the State's late disclosure of witnesses and this Court has heard these motions and
granted extended time. The State has been forthcoming on all newly discovered witnesses and
statements made by Defendant to them to allow defense counsel time to respond.
Idaho Criminal Rule 16 requires the defendant, upon written request by the prosecuting
attorney, to furnish the State a list of names and addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to
call at trial. I.C.R. 16(c)(3). A written response to a discovery request must be served within

Page 2 MOTION IN LIMINE
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fourteen days of service of the request. I. C.R. 16( e). There is a continuing duty to disclose; the
subsequent discovery of additional evidence or witnesses prior to or during trial is subject to
automatic discovery under the original discovery request. 1.C.R. 16(1). The failure to comply with

a discovery request is grounds for the imposition of sanctions by the court. I.C.R. 16(e)(2).
A criminal defendant's right to offer testimony is derived from the Sixth Amendmenfs
compulsory process clause, and that right can be violated by the imposition of a discovery sanction
that excludes a material defense witness. Taylor v. Illinois, 484 U.S. 400, 409-10 (1988); State v.
Harris, 132 Idaho 843, 846, 979 P.2d 1201, 1204 (1999). However, the right to present
exculpatory evidence is not without limitation. 11 The adversary process could not function
effectively without adherence to rules of procedure that govern the orderly presentation of facts
and arguments to provide each party with a fair opportunity to assemble and submit evidence to
contradict or explain the opponent's case. n Taylor, 484 U.S. at 410-11. Thus, the determination
whether to exclude a defense witness for late disclosure is committed to the trial court's discretion.
Harris, 132 Idaho at 847,979 P.2d at 1205; State v. Lamphere, 130 Idaho 630,633,945 P.2d 1, 4

(1997).
In exercising its discretion, "the trial court must consider whether the State would be

prejudiced from the late disclosure if the evidence were admitted and weigh that prejudice against
the defendant's right to a fair trial." S_tate v. Thomas, 133 Idaho 800, 802, 992 P .2d 795, 797
(Ct.App.1999). In Harris, the Idaho Supreme Court reversed a decision of the trial court
disallowing testimony of a defense witness whose identity had been inadvertently omitted from the
pretrial disclosure of defense witnesses. The Supreme Court held that the exclusion of the witness

Page 3 MOTION IN LIMINE
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could not be sustained because the trial court had not weighed any prejudice that might be suffered
by the State against the defendant's right to a fair trial, and the trial court compounded the error by
letting the prosecutor determine whether the State would be able to interview the witness and be
prepared to respond to the testimony. Harris, supra, see also, State v. Siegal, 2002 WL 731680
(Ct.App. 2002).

In Siegal, defendant disclosed his witness, Ferguson, a mental health expert, as a
prospective witness only five days before trial, and even then did not disclose that Ferguson
would be an expert. It was two days before trial when Siegel notified the prosecutor that Ferguson
would give expert testimony, but the content of his proposed testimony was not disclosed. Siegel
finally made Ferguson's report, containing the substance of his proffered testimony, available to the
prosecutor on the first day of trial. Id., at p. 4.
Defendant disclosed the witnesses but makes no indication as to their testimony. Because
of the lateness of the disclosure and the complete lack of infonnation provided, the State is
extremely prejudiced if these witnesses are allowed to testify. The State will have no ability to
prepare and rebut any testimony with any of its witnesses.
DATED this _.J/i day of October 2004.
AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

~:wl./

BY:
Aaron Bazzoli
Elmore County Prosecutor
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CERTIFICATE OF DELNERY
I hereby certify that on the 28 th day of October, 2004 I delivered via facsimile this
document to Defendant's attorney, E.R. Frachiseur, Attorney at Law.
DATED this Z.S day of October, 2004.

AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COlJNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

BY:

~..,.c /

Aaron Bazzoli
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144
FAX: (208) 587-2147
ISB#5512
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

STA TE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ELMORE

Case No. CR-2004-000158
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
CALLING LATE DISCLOSED
WITNESSES

)
) SS.:
)

Aaron Bazzoli, first being duly sworn, states as follows:

i

I am the Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney.

2.

I received a letter from Kevin Gambrell on October 16, 2004. My secretary
opened the letter on that day and called me with the contents. The letter stated that

if I wanted some information on Larry Severson.
3.

On Monday, October 18, 2004 at or around 5:45 p.m. I met with Kevin Gambrell.
Mr. Gambrell advised me that he overheard a conversation where Larry Severson
told another inmate that ''The bitch was going to take half of everything I had and I

Page l AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF CALLING LATE DISCLOSED WITNESES
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was not going to let that happen," or words to that effect.
4.

Mr. Gambrell told me he was in on probation violations and a $25,000 bond. I
advised that ifhe wanted to testify I would be willing to reduce his bond to $2500.
He agreed.

5.

Immediately afterwards I walked over the public defenders office and advised Joe
Horras and Steve Stevens to see ifwe could get Kevin Gambrell':fbond reduced at
district court the next day. They agreed and went to draft the paperwork.

6.

I spoke with Trish McCain at her vehicle that evening and advised what we were
going to do.

7.

The letter and Kevin Gambrell's name were provided to defense counsel on
Tuesday October 19, 2004. The State advised the Court of this witness and that we
were going to attempt to contact who the other witness talking to Larry Severson
was and ifhe would corroborate the testimony.

8.

On October 22, 2004 I received a call from a Shirly Amerson regarding her
husband Kevin Dwayne Amerson at the ISCI wanted to talk to me about Larry
Severson.

9.

On the evening of October 26, 2004 I contacted Mrs. Amerson and requested more
information. She just advised that her husband had been in jail with Larry Severson
and Mr. Severson had some something about Mary being caught in bed with
Defendant's brother.

10.

On October 27, 2004 I advised defense counsel orally that there might be another
witness as well as advising the Court and gave defense counsel the name as best as
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I could remember it.
11.

On October 28, 2004 I met with Kevin Amerson at ISCI and he advised that he was
the person Larry Severson was talking to and in the course of the conversation
Larry Severson stated that "The bitch was going to take haif of everything and that
is why I did what I did," or words to that effect. Mr. Amerson also advised that
two investigators for the defense team had met with him on Monday or Tuesday this
week (one female identified as CJ and the other a male) and interviewed him as
well. I told Mr. Amerson if he would testify I would tell a parole board at any
hearing that he cooperated in the prosecution of a first degree murder case and
made no further representations.

12.

On October 28, 2004 I officially disclosed Kevin Amerson and Kevin Gambrell to
defendant although they already know of both of these witnesses.

FURTHER MORE, this Affiant sayeth naught.
DATED ThisZ&lay of October 2004

Aaron Bazzoli
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me thisft"day of October 2004.

NOCfw&~~lDAHO

Residing at Mountain Home, ID
Commission Expires: 7-tc>-.:;J.C)
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
I.S.B. 5512

TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 (EXT 503)

FACSIMILE: (208) 587-2147

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE .
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

LARRY M. SEVERSON
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2002-0000158
ORDER TO TRANSPORT

--------------~)
IT APPEARING That KEVIN AMERSON is in the custody ofthe IDAHO CORRECTIONAL
CENTER, Boise, Idaho, and that it is necessary that said witness be brought before this Court for a JURY
TRIAL on MONDAY OCTOBER 25 th 2004 at 9:00 A.M.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, That the Sheriff of Elmore County, or his designated
representative(s), transport the said Defendant to the Elmore County Courthouse, Mountain Home, County
of Elmore, State of Idaho, on MONDAY OCTOBER 25 th 2004.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho Correctional Center, Boise, Idaho, release the said
Defendant to the Sheriff of Elmore County, or his designated representative(s)j for the purpose of the
above-mentioned JURY 'TRIAL and that the SheriffofElmore County, or his designated representative(s),
return the said Defendant to the custody ofthe Idaho Correctional Center, Boise, Idaho, upon completion
of the above-mentioned JURY TRIAL;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That the Sheriff of Elmore County, or his diesignated
representative(s), release the said Defendantto the custody of the Idaho Correctional Center, Boise, Idaho,
upon completion of the JURY TRIAL.
DATED Thi~ay of OCTOBER 2002.

ORDER TO TRANSPORT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ~ a y of OCTOBER 2004, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document, ORDER TO TRANSPORT, to be served upon the following
people by the following methods.

Elmore County Prosecutor
Aaron Bazzoli
190 South 4th East
Mountain Home, Id. 83647

__F_).tst Class Mail
_V_H
Haarnd Delivery Inter Office Mail
Facsimile

Idaho Correctional Center
P.O. Box 70010
Boise, Idaho 83707
FAX 334-2748

_First Class Mail
- ~ d Delivery (interoffice mail)
_vf_aacc5simile

Elmore County Jail
Mountain Home, Idaho 8364 7

_iy:st Class Mail
~and Delivery (interoffice mail)
~Facsimile

Deputy Clerk
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AARON BAZZOLI
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
190 South 4th East
Post Office Box 607
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647
I.S.B. 5512

TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 (EXT 503)

FACSIMILE: (208) 587-2147

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

LARRY M. SEVERSON
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2002-0000158

*AMeJ-ttJ~.~

ORDER TO TRANSPORT

______________

IT APPEARING That KEVIN AMERSON is in thecustodyoftheIDAHO CORRECTIONAL
CENTER, Boise, Idaho, and that it is necessary that said witness be brought before this Court for a JURY
TRIAL on MONDAY NOVEMBER 1ST 2004 at 1:00 P .M.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, That the Sheriff of Elmore County, or his designated
representative(s), transport the said Defendant to the Elmore County Courthouse, Mountain Home, County
of Elmore, State of Idaho, on MONDAY NOVEMBER 1ST 2004.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho Correctional Center, Boise, Idaho, release the said
Defendant to the Sheriff of Elmore County, or bis designated representative(s), for the purpose ofthe
above"'mentioned JURY TRIAL and that the SheriffofEhnore County, or his designated representative(s),
return the said Defendant to the custody ofthe Idaho Correctional Center, Boise, Idaho, upon completion
of the above-mentioned JURY TRIAL;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That the Sheriff of Elmore County, or his designated
representative(s), release the said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho Correctional Center, Boise, Idaho,
upon completion of the JURY TRIAL.
DATED This Jf~ay of OCTOBER 2002.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the
of OCTOBER 2004, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document, ORDER TO TRANSPORT, to be served upon the following
people by the following methods.

Elmore County Prosecutor

Aaron Bazzoli
190 South 4 th East
Mountain Home, Id. 83647

_ _First Class Mail
v-1-fand Delivery Inter Office Mail
Facsimile

Idaho Correctional Center
P.O. Box 70010
Boise, Idaho 83707
FAX 334-2748

_First Class Mail
_Hand Delivery (interoffice mail)
~imile

Elmore County Jail
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647

_Fjr.st Class Mail
_V'H_an<d Delivery (interoffice mail)
_Facsimile

Deputy Clerk

ORDER TO TRANSPORT
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IN THE.DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

Case No. CR-2002-0000158

LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON,

)
)

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

_____________
Defendant.

)

)
)

HONORABLE MIKE WETHERELL
DISTRICT JUDGE
PRESIDING

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTION NO . ......I..___

This is the case of State ofldaho v. Larry Severson. Are the parties ready to proceed?
Ladies and Gentlemen, you have been summoned as prospective jurors in the lawsuit now
before us. The first thing we do in a trial is to select 12 jurors and because this case will take
approximately six weeks to try, three alternates from among you. No one will know who the
alternates are until the end of the trial. Alternates are not chosen to inconvenience the alternate
jurors but to assure that a full 12 jurors will complete the trial and be prepared to deliberate at its
conclusion. As you can appreciate, if only 12 jurors were chosen and no alternates and
something were to happen during the course of the trial to one or more jurors, the entire process
would have to start anew and far more than the three alternate jurors would be inconvenienced. I
apologize in advance to the alternates who may be excused at the end of the trial, but I want each
of them to know the reason this is done.

I am Mike Wetherell, the judge in charge of the courtroom and this trial. The deputy
clerk of the court marks the trial exhibits and administers oaths to you jurors and to the
witnesses. The bailiff will assist me in maintaining courtroom order and working with the jury.
The court reporter will keep a verbatim account of all matters of record during the trial,
Each of you is qualified to serve as a juror of this court. This call upon your time does
not frequently come to you, but is part of your obligation for your citizenship in this state and
country. No one should avoid fulfilling this obligation except under the most pressing
circumstances. Service on a jury is a civic and patriotic obligation which all good citizens should
perfonn.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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Service on a jury affords you an opportunity to be a part of the judicial process, by which
the legal affairs and liberties of your fellow men and women are determined and protected under
our form of government. You are being asked to perform one of the highest duties of citizenship,
that is, to sit in judgment on facts which will determine the guilt or innocence of persons charged
with a crime.
To assist you with the process of selection of a jury; I will introduce you to the parties and
their lawyers and tell you in summary what this action is about. When I introduce an individual
would you please stand and briefly face the jury panel and then retake your seat.
The State of Idaho is the plaintiff in this action. The lawyers representing the State are
Aaron Bazzoli and Ron Howen of the Office of the Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney.
The defendant in this action is Larry Severson. The lawyers representing Mr. Severson
are Ed Frachiseur and Ellison Matthews of the Office of the Elmore County Public Defender.
I will now read you the pertinent portion of the Indictment which sets forth the charges
against the defendant. The Indictment is not to be considered as evidence but are mere formal
charges against the defendant." You must not consider it as evidence of guilt and you must not be
influenced by the fact that charges have been filed.
With regard to the defendant, the Indictment charges in Count I that the defendant, Larry
Marvin Severson, on or about the 14th day of February 2002, in the County of Elmore, State of
Idaho, did wilfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought
kill and murder Mary Severson, a human being by overdosing her with sleeping pills and/or
suffocating her from which she died.
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The Indictment in Count II charges that the defendant, Larry Severson, on or between the

5th day of January and the 1st day of February, 2002, wilfully mingles a poison with food, and/or
,·

medicine, with the intent that the same shall be taken by any human being, to their injury, to-wit:
putting Drano in Hydroxycut tablets with the intent that Mary Severson take the pills.
To these charges Mr. Severson has pled not guilty.
Under our law and system of justice, every defendant is presumed to be innocent. The
effect of this presumption is to require the State to prove a defendanfs guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt in order to support a conviction against that defendant.
As the judge in charge of this trial, it is my duty, at various times during the course of this
trial, to instruct you as to the law that applies to this case.
The duty of the jury is to determine the facts; to apply the law set forth in the instructions
to those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In applying the Court's instructions as to the
controlling law, you must follow those instructions regardless of your opinion of what the law is
or what the law should be, or what any lawyer may state the law to be.

During the course of this trial, including the jury selection process, you are instructed that
you are not to discuss this case among yourselves or with anyone else, nor to form any opinion as
to the merits of the case until after the case has been submitted to you for your determination.
Thus, even though you have been chosen to be part of this jury panel and the process of jury
selection may not be completed until the end of next week, you are not free to discuss this case
with anyone and should avoid reading or listening to any news accounts of the proceedings.
In this part of the jury selection, you will be asked questions touching on your
qualifications to serve as jurors in this particular case. This part of the case is known as the voir
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dire examination. To make this process more efficient because of the large number of jurors who
have had to be called, we are giving each of you a questionnaire to fill out today. You are to
respond to each question on the questionnaire as honestly as possible. Three copies of the.
questionnaire will be made: one for the court, one for the prosecution and one for the defense.
The original wiil be maintained in the court file and will be sealed. The copies will be returned
to the court and destroyed following the trial. The questionnaires are confidential and are only to
be used in this proceeding.
The reason for voir dire examination is to determine if your decision in this case would in
any way be influenced by opinions which you now hold or by some personal experience or
special knowledge which you may have concerning the subject matter to be tried. The object is
to obtain twelve persons who will impartially try the issues of this case upon the evidence
presented in this courtroom without being influenced by any other factors.
Please understand that this questioning is not for the purpose of prying into your affairs
for personal reasons but is only for the purpose of obtaining an impartial jury.
Each question has an important bearing upon your qualifications as a juror. Please place
both your name and your juror number on the front of the questionnaire and please print clearly
both your name and juror number and your answers to the questions.
Today we will only be filling out the questionnaires. Time will then be given to the
parties to review the questionnaires and we will reconvene here on September 29, 2004, at 9:00
a.m. to complete this voir dire process. At that time, the court and the parties will be asking
additional questions and follow up questions based upon the questionnaires or other factors
which they feel need to be explored to assure selection of a fair and impartial jury in this case.
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At that time I will read to you additional instructions related to the jury selection process and this
case.
I wish to advise you as well, at this time, that while this case involves an allegation of
murder, that the death penalty is not being sought by the State in this case. Thus issues relating
to capital punishment are not involved and you need not concern yourselves with the issue of
death penalty imposition or your personal feeling either pro or con with regard to imposition of
the death penalty.

The clerk has provided to each of you a questionnaire.
The clerk will now swear the entire jury panel for the voir dire examination. Would you
all please stand, raise your right hand and talce an oath from the clerk.
You may now fill out the questionnaires. As each of you completes the questionnaire,
please come forward and present it to the clerk. The clerk will identify you by juror number and
state that juror number_ _ has completed and turned in his or her questionnaire and is excused
until September 29, 2004, at 9:00 a.m.
I once again remind each of you that this is a serious matter to all of the parties. A fair
trial is a legal and constitutional imperative, Do not discuss this case with anyone, even in
passing. That is the only way you may assure you are performing your obligation and it is the
only way these parties may be assured of the fair trial to which each of them is entitled. Do not
view, read or be listen to news accounts of the trial -your decision must be reached only upon
what you see, observe and hear as evidence in this courtroom based upon the law as it applies to
this case.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, on September 22, 2004, we met for the purpose of filling out your
questionnaires which each of you has done. At that time, I advised you not to discuss this case
with anyone or to listen to, view or listen to news accounts of this case. Since that time, have any
of you discussed this case with anyone or read, heard or viewed news accounts of this case?
(Accept any responses.)
Before we proceed further today, I want you to know that you have the right during this
process, if you feel you must reveal information, to be fully responsive to my questions or to the
questions of counsel and that if the information is of a highly personal or embairnssing nature, to
request of me that the courtroom be cleared and that only the parties and court personnel remain
present for your answer. Counsel for the parties have the same right, to question you
individually, if they feel an issue may be raised that is embarrassing to you or might, if asked in
front of the jury panel as a whole elicit a response that could possibly create prejudice in the jury
panel.
1. You have now completed your questionnaires and you have heard the charges made in
the Indictment against the defendant. Other than what I have told you, or what you have
revealed on the questionnaire, do any of you know anything about this case, either through your
own personal knowledge, by discussion with anyone else or from radio, television or
newspapers?
SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS WHERE THERE IS KNOWLEDGE

OF THE CHARGE:
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Do you have a state of mind with reference to the charges against this defendant which
would in any way prevent you from acting with impartiality?
Do you feel that you can eliminate and disregard everything that you have heard or read
pertaining to this case and render an impartial verdict based solely upon the evidence
presented in this courtroom?
2. Are any of you related by blood or marriage to Larry Marvin Severson or do you know
him from any business or social relationship?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE rs KNOWLEDGE
OF DEFENDANT:
In which of those capacities have you known Larry Marvin Severson?
Would your knowledge prevent you from acting with impartiality in this case?
Would your knowledge cause you to give greater or lesser weight to any statement that he
might make in this case by reason of such knowledge?
3. This action is being prosecuted by the Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney. The
Elmore County Prosecutor is Aaron Bazzoli. Do you know any attorneys or employees of the
Elmore County Prosecutor's Office? Do any of you know Mr. Howen who is assisting the
prosecution in this case?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE IS KNOWLEDGE
OF COMPLAINANT:
In which of those capacities have you known him?
Would your knowledge prevent you from acting with impartiality in this case?
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Would your knowledge cause you to give greater or lesser weight to any statement that he
might make in this case by reason of such knowledge?
4. The alleged victim in this matter is Mary Severson. Are any of you related by blood or
marriage to the victim, or do you know her from any business or social relationship? Were any of
you employed by, own stock in, or did you have any business relationship with victim?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE IS KNOWLEDGE
OF VICTIM:

In which of those capacities have you known victim?
Would your knowledge prevent you from acting with impartiality in this case?
5. Does the relationship of guardian and ward, attorney and client, master and servant,
landlord and tenant, boarder or lodger exist between any of you and Larry Marvin Severson or
the Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney?
6. Are any of you a party in any civil action against Larry Marvin Severson?

7. Have any of you ever complained against Larry Marvin Severson or been accused by
complainant, the Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney in a criminal prosecution?
8. Have any of you ever formed or expressed an unqualified opinion that the defendant,
Larry Marvin Severson, is guilty or not guilty of the offense charged?
9. I have introduced you to the lawyers representing the parties. Are any of you related
by blood or marriage to any of the lawyers or do any of you know any of the lawyers from any

professional, business or social relationship?

SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTION WHERE THERE IS KNOWLEDGE OF
COUNSEL:
Who do you know and how do you know them?

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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WITNESSES:
1. Charles Amidon
2. Jan Atkinson
3. John Banks, FDA
4. Detective Michael Barclay

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Rob Blankstop, FDA
Tracy Besler
Dr. Lee Binnion
Mary Bledsoe
Steven Bock
David Bourne, FDA
Teresa Bucholtz
Sgt. Rusty Callow
Deputy Bob Chaney
Leda Christian
Brian Chevalier
Jay P. Clark
Bernard Crayne
Jay Cresto
Gary Dawson, MEDNOW
Deborrah Deppen
Craig Deppen
Carolyn Diaz
Michael Diaz
Nancy Ellwanger
Roy Englelman
Elizabeth Ferrero
Tanya Greene
Mike Grimmett
Dr. Glen Grobin
Officer Dave Heinen
Douglas Heitkemper
Victoria Jenkins
Chantel Kelly

34. Dr. Richard Kingston
35. Alisa Kirkland
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36. Sheriff Rick Layher
37. James Allen Long
38. Teresa Mallea
39. Deborah Mederios
40. James Morford
41. Stacy Morford
42. Jennifer Watkins-Nash
43. Diane Pate
44. Randy Parker, ISP
45. Rick Peterman
46. Craig Peterson
47. Larae Peterson
48. George Porter
49. Fred Prouty
50. Tim Reynolds
51. Don Roberson
52. Mike Rutherford (aka Mike Severson)
53. Nora Rutherford (aka Nora Law)
54. Melissa Scheffer
55. Chief Deputy Nick Schilz
56. Brandie McLain (aka Severson)
57. Marla Spence
58. Deputy Shawn Sterling
59. Jack Streeter
60. Linda Sullivan
61. Mary Tencza
62. John Urban, FDA
63. Randall Valley
64. Leann Watkins
65. Dr. Welch
66. Officer Stan Winings
67. Detective Cathy Wolfe
68. Dr. Todd Cameron Gray
69. Jerry R. Rost
70. Q West Expert - name unknown
New witnesses not on jury questionnaire:
Phil Miller
Tammy Mallea
Bank Foundational witnesses
National Medical Services
Med Tox Chemist

JURY QUESTIONNAIRE - 5

71. Peter Stout
72. Jed Adamson
73. Candice Lundy
74. Dr. lvyl Wells
75. Bruce Whitman
76. Pam Marcum
77. Clint Bays
78. Dawn VanDom
79. JoAnn Martinez
80. Jerry Christiansen
(Christensen)
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Would your knowledge of [name of lawyer] prevent you from acting with impartiality in
this case?
Would your knowledge of [name of lawyer] cause you to give greater or lesser weight to
the evidence presented by [him/her]?
10. Do any of you have a religious or moral position that would make it impossible to
render judgment?
11. Do any of you have any bias or prejudice either for or against Larry Marvin
Severson?
12. I will now read to you the names of those who may possibly testify in this cause. I

will read their names slowly and I ask that if you know any of them in any capacity that you
immediately advise me of this fact.

WITNESS LIST
1. /\[list of witnesses]

SUGGESTED FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS WHERE THERE IS KNOWLEDGE
OF POSSIBLE WITNESSES:

In what capacity have you known [witness]?
Do you feel you have a state of mind with reference to your knowledge of in the event of
[his} [her] testifying in this cause which would prevent you from acting with impartiality?
Would your relationship or knowledge of [name of witness] cause you to give greater or

lesser weight to [his] [her] testimony by reason of such knowledge?
[Repeat as necessary for each witness]
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13. Are there any of you who are unwilling to follow my instructions to you, the jury, as
to the law that you must apply in determining this case?

14, Are there any of you, if selected as a juror in this case, who is unwilling or unable to
render a fair and impartial verdict based upon the evidence presented in this courtroom and the
law as instructed by the Court?
15. Do any of you have any other reason why you cannot give this case your undivided
attention and render a fair and impartial verdict?
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Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you what

will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be doing. At
the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to reach your decision,
Because the State has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the State's opening
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the State has presented
its case.
The State will offer evidence that it says will support the charge against the defendant.
The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do

so.

If the defense does present

evidence, the State may then present rebuttal evidence, This is evidence offered to answer the
defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law.
After you have heard the instructions, the State and the defense will each be given time for
closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you
understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither are
the closing arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to
make your decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the
exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in court.
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This criminal case has been brought by the State of Idaho. I will sometimes refer to the
State as the prosecution.
The defendant is charged by the State ofldaho with violation of law. The charge against
the defendant is contained in the Indictment. The clerk shall read the Indictment and state the
defendant's plea.
The Indictment is simply a description of the charges; it is not evidence.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent. This presumption places
upon the State the burden of proving the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, a
defendant, although accused, begins the trial with a clean slate with no evidence against the
defendant. If, after considering all the evidence and my instructions on the law, you have a
reasonable doubt as to the defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty.
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not mere possible doubt, because everything
relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is open to some possible or
imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison and consideration
of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that they cannot say they feel
an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the truth of the charge.
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Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to
those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions
regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state the
law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The
order in which the instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The
law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy
nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these
duties is vital to the administration of justice.
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At
times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a v-1itness'
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of
law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. Ifl sustain an objection to a question or to an
exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shown.
Similarly, ifl tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of
your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
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During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should
apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you
from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. You are
not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the

trial run more smoothly.
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence, 11 "direct evidence"

and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the
evidence admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of
the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you
to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs
you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you
attach to what you are told. The same considerations that yo1:1. use in your everyday dealings in
making these decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe; do not make your decision simply because more witnesses
may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony of each
witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that
matter. In detennining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the
qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not
bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled.
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If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you do
take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury room to
decide the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do not hear other
answers by witnesses. \Vhen you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room.
Although the court reporter will create a verbatim account of all matters of record
occurring in this trial, you should be aware that transcripts of witness testimony will not be
available to you for your deliberations.
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not
be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one person the
duty of taking notes for all of you.
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If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined to
favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by any
such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, any
opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not
established; or what inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of mine
seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it.
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Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not
in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to determine

the appropriate penalty or punishment.
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Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count
separately on the evidence and the law that applies to it, uninfluenced by your decision as to any
other count. The defendant may be found guilty or not guilty on any or all of the offenses
charged.
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It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions
at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or when
you leave the courtroom to go home at night.
First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else during the
course of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial and not form or express
an opinion about the case. You should only reach your decision after you have heard all the
evidence, after you have heard my final instruction and after the final arguments. You may
discuss this case with the other members of the jury only after it is submitted to you for your
decision. All such discussion should take place in the jury room.
Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone does talk
about it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report that to the bailiff
as soon as you are able to do so. You should not tell any of your fellow jurors about what has
happened.
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any witnesses.

By this, I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk at ail, even to pass the time of
day. In no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they are entitled to expect from you
as jurors.
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside of
the courtroom on your own. Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an explicit
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order from me to do so. You must not consult any books, dictionaries, encyclopedias or any
other source of information unless I specifically authorize you to do so.

Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or television
broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is presented in court and
not upon any newspaper, radio, television or other account of what may have happened.
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You are about to hear statements from three witnesses, Ms. Ellwanger, Ms. Diaz
and Miss Mallea with regard to certain statements made to them by the decedent, Mary
Severson, concerning her travel plans, her health and her feelings about the subject of a
possible divorce from her husband. These statements are allowed to be heard by you
pursuant to a limited exception to what is known as the hearsay rule and are admitted
only for the limited purpose of showing Mary Severson' s mental, emotional or physical
condition when the statements were given and may only be used by you to evaluate and
weigh her intent, plans, mental feeling or bodily health at the time the statements were
made and for no other purpose. You are the sole judge of whether the statements are to
be believed or not believed and what weight, if any, to give to them.
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Yesterday (October 26, 2004) you heard evidence that Larry Severson purchased
an engagement ring and wedding ring and used a credit card with the name of Mary L.
Severson, the decedant on it. This evidence was presented only to show Larry Severson
purchased the rings and for no other purpose. There is no evidence in this case that Larry
Severson did not have the right to use this credit card to make purchases.
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You have heard testimony from Terri Bucholtz relating to Larry Severson having
obtained Lorazaparn pills from her. This evidence is presented only to show Larry
Severson had the pills at the time described and that he obtained more from Teri Bucholtz
stating they helped him sleep and for no other purpose. You are instructed that no
Lorazapam was found in Mary Severson's system after her death. What weight, if any,
you give to this evidence is your decision alone.
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Prior to our recess (October 29) the Court asked counsel for the State what he
believed the relevance of Mr. Valley's testimony would be as to what he had said in
response to a comment made by him by Mr. Bock. In response to that question counsel
for the State indicated what he believed the witness would testify to. The Court has
determined that the witnesses opinion as to what he believed as to what Mr. Bock said is
not relevant in this case. It is for you alone to determine what statements are or are not to
be believed or what weight, if any, to give to them. I will once again remind you that
statements by counsel are not evidence in this case.
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You are about to hear a recorded conversation which took place between the

decedant, Mary Severson and the defendant Larry Severson. The parties have stipulated
that the voices on the tape are that of Mary and Larry Severson. You are advised that this
evidence is admitted for the limited purpose of showing the then existing state of mind
and emotions of the decedant and the defendant relating to the state of their marriage and
for no other purpose. What weight, if any, you give to this evidence is for you alone to
determine.
The tape, you will note, is of poor quality. You will have the tape as well as
sound reproduction equipment in the jury room to listen to during your deliberation.
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You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the law.
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and
ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the rules, you are
bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my
instruction that you must follow.
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As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those facts
to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence presented in
the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

sworn testimony of witnesses;

2.

exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and

3.

any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:

1.

arguments and statements by lawyers and Power Point presentations by the
lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What they say in their opening
statements, closing arguments and at other times is included to help you interpret
the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember them differ from
the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory;

2.

testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed to
disregard;

3.

anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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In Count I of the Indictment the defendant, Larry Marvin Severson, is charged with
murder.
Murder is the killing of a human being with malice aforethought.
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In order for the defendant to be guilty of First Degree Murder, the state must prove each
of the following:

l.

On or about February 14, 2002

2.

in the state of Idaho, County of Elmore

3.

the defendant Larry Marvin Severson engaged in conduct,
to wit, overdosing Mary Severson with sleeping pills and/or
suffocating her, which caused the death of Mary Severson,

4.

the defendant acted without justification or excuse, and

5.

with malice aforethought and

6.

with premediatation.

If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, then you must find the
defendant not guilty of murder. If you find that all of the above have been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt then you must find the defendant guilty of murder and then decide if the
defendant is guilty of first degree murder.
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In order for the defendant to be guilty of First Degree Murder, the state must prove
that the murder:
1.

was a willful, deliberate, and premeditated killing.

Premeditation means to consider beforehand whether to kill or not to kill, and then
to decide to kill. There does not have to be any appreciable period of time during which
the decision to kill was considered, as long as it was reflected upon before the decision
was made. A mere unconsidered and rash impulse, even though it includes an intent to
kill, it not premeditation.
If you unanimously agree that the state has proven the above special circumstance
beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of first degree
murder. You are not required to agree as to which special circumstance you find to exist.

If you unanimously agree that the special circumstance has been not proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, you may not find the defendant guilty of First Degree Murder.
All other murder is murder of the second degree.

INSTRUCTION NO Z. z_
In Order for the defendant, Larry Marvin Severson, to be guilty of Second Degree
Murder, the State must prove each of the following:
1) On or about February 14, 2002
2) in the State ofldaho, County of Elmore
3) the defendant, Larry Marvin Severson engaged in conduct, to wit, overdosing
Mary Severson with sleeping pills and/or suffocating her, which caused the
death of Mary Severson,
4) that the defendant acted without justification or excuse and

5) with malice aforethought.

If you find the State has failed to prove any of the above, then you must find the
defendant not guilty of Second Degree Murder. If you find all of the above have been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty to Second
Degree Murder.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 2-_3.
Jn order for the defendant to be guilty of poisoning food or medicine the State must
prove each of the following:
1. That the defendant Larry Marvin Severson
2. on or between the fifth day of January and the first day of Febmary 2002
3. in the State of Idaho

4. mingled poison, to wit: Drano
5. with Hydroxycut capsules
6. and that he did so willfully and with the intent that the poisoned pins would be
taken by the decedant, Mary Severson.
If you find the State has failed to prove any of the above, then you must find the
defendant notguitty of poisoning food or medicine. If you find all of the above have been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt then you must find the defendant guilty of poisoning food
or medicine.
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In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and
intent.
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Intent tmder Idaho law is not an intent to commit a crime but is merely the intent to
knowingly perfonn the act committed. Intent is manifested by the commission of the acts and
surrounding circumstances connected with the alleged offense.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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Malice may be express or implied. It is expressed when there is manifested a
deliberate intention unlawfully to take away the life of another human being. It is implied
when no considerable provocation appears or when circumstances attending the killing show
an abandoned or malignant heart.

\

INSTRUCTION NO. 2-?

It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you
find the crime was committed, the proof need ·not show that it was committed on that precise
date.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO.

2.B

"Wilfully" when applied to the intent with which an act is done or omitted, implies
simply a purpose or willingness to commit the act or make the omission referred to.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

\

INSTRUCTION NO. Z. 9

The fact the Court either overrules or sustains an objection to a question, or to testimony
made, or to an argument advanced, is not a comment on the innocence or the guilt of the
defendant or upon which counsel's argument is or is not to be believed. Counsel's statements are
not evidence, nor are my rulings on objections made in a case. It is the job of counsel to raise
objections they feel are appropriate just as it is my job to rule upon them.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTION NO ,]()
Motive is not an element of the crime charged and need not be shown. However,
you may consider motive or lack of motive as a circumstance of this case, You may give
its presence or absence, as the case may be, the weight to which you find it to entitled.

INSTRUCTION NO.

_3· /

The death penalty is not a sentencing option for the court or the jury in this case.

-"1692

INSTRUCTION NO 3

Z-

During the course of this trial I have, on occasion, admonished counsel, both for
the State and the defense. Do not let that influence your decision. Lawyers are required
to represent their clients diligently. One ofmy duties is to oversee the conduct of this
trial. Sometimes there are good faith disagreements between the judge and the attorneys
about what questions, argument, and conduct are proper. Your verdict must be based
solely upon the facts shown by the evidence and the law contained in these instructions.

'.' 16 9 3

INSTRUCTION NO

3-..3

The fact the Court either overrules or sustains an objection to a question, or to
testimony made, or to an argument advanced, is not a comment on the innocence or the
guilt of the defendant or upon which counsel's argument is or is not to be believed.
Counsel's statements are not evidence, nor are my rulings on objections made in a case.
It is the job of counsel to raise objections they feel are appropriate just as it is my job to
rule upon them.

1"'1694

INSTRUCTION NO

-S ~/

Early in this trial, one of the witnesses made a reference to Lye being found at
Autoworks. You are to disregard that testimony. There is no evidence in this case that

Mary Severson ever ingested Lye.
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INSTRUCTION NO

_?--5"

You will note that on some exhibits information may have been removed or
marked out. This is done to keep extraneous material or material that could be prejudicial
to a party from being considered in the determination of guilt or innocence. You are not
to speculate as to what this information may or may not be. Your decision in this case
must be based only upon the evidence actually submitted to you during he course of the
trial.

,--~sr.c.
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INSTRUCTION NO 3 5
At one point in the trial a witness made reference to a video tape. No video tape
is in evidence in this case and you are to disregard any reference to a video tape in your
deliberations and not to speculate as to what it may or may not contain.
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INSTRUCTION NO

J?

You may note that some material was marked for identification during the course
of the trial but is not with you in the jury room. Only evidence actually admitted goes to
the jury room. Items which have merely been marked for identification are not evidence.

\.

\

INSTRUCTION NO 3

tf

During the course of the trial some evidence was admitted for a limited purpose.
For instance, evidence admitted only tor illustrative purposes such as rough drawings of
the floor plan of the home. You are to consider these materials only for the limited
purpose for which they were admitted.

,- r G('j 9
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INSTRUCTION NO

3 :Z

You are advised that there is no evidence in this case that Larry Severson or any
other party requested an increase in the amount of life insurance coverage in existance on
the life of Mary Severson.

,, 1 7 G0

INSTRUCTION NO

1Q

Evidence has been admitted relating to the financial status of Mary Severson,

Larry Severson and the business, Autoworks. This information has not been admitted to
prove the actual financial status of either party or of the business but for the limited
purpose of what bearing, if any, it might have on the issue of a motive for the alleged
crime in this case. What weight, if any, you give to that evidence is your decision alone.
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INSTRUCTION NO if I
You have heard evidence of the relationships that Larry Severson had with two
women. One, during he course of this marriage and another shortly after the death of

Mary Severson. This evidence is not admitted to show the character of Larry Severson
but only for you to weigh in determining whether it has a bearing on Mr. Severson's
intent or his plans as to his marital relationship and upon the issue of a motive for the
alleged crime, should you find any criminal act occurred as charged or if premeditation
existed should you find the defendant murdered his wife, By giving this instruction this
court does not imply intent, motive, plan, or premeditation existed that is for you alone to
determine in your weighing of the evidence and in your deliberations.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

'

1/,l...,

A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify.
The decision whether to testify is left to the defendant, acting with the advice and assistance of

the defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the fact that the defendant
does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter into your deliberations in any

way.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO.

1/_

3

You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach

a verdict. Whether some of the instructions apply will depend upon your determination of the
facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you detennine
does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an instruction has been given that the
Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO.

l/1-

I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of some
of the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. Counsel
have completed their closing remarks to you, and now you will retire to the jury room for your
deliberations.
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember the
facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your decision on
what you remember.
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It
is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the
case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the beginning, your sense of pride
may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong.
Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can

be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the truth.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making
your individual decisions. Y 01J may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the evidence
you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that relates to
this case as contained in these instructions.
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and
change your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest discussion
that your original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw and heard during

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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the trial and the law as given you in these instructions.
Consult with one another. Consider each other 1s views, and deliberate with the objective
of reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of
you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors.

However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of
evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels
otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO.

Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding juror, who will preside
over your deliberations. rt is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues
submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every juror has a chance to
express himself or herself upon each question.
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all anive at a verdict, the
presiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open court.
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise.
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fuBy
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with
me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how the jury
stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so.
A verdict fonn suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you with
these instructions.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO.

I/t
I

The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are part
of the official court record. For this reason please do not alter them or mark on them in any way.
The instructions are numbered for convenience in referring to specific instructions. There
may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should not concern
yourselves about such gap.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTIONNO.

You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and are discharged with the
sincere thanks of this Court. The question may arise as to whether you may discuss this case
with the attorneys or with anyone else. For your guidance, the Court instructs you that whether
you talk to the attorneys, or to anyone else, is entirely your own decision. It is proper for you to
discuss this case, if you wish to, but you are not required to do so, and you may choose not to
discuss the case with anyone at all. If you choose to, you may tell them as much or as little as
you like, but you should be careful to respect the privacy and feelings of your fellow jurors.
Remember that they understood their deliberations to be confidential. Therefore, you should
limit your comments to your own perceptions and feelings. If anyone persists in discussing the
case over your objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or after any discussion
has begun, please report it to me.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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DATED This-=:,___day of November, 2004.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE
HON. MICHAEL WETHERELL

OCTOBER 6, 2004 - NOVEMBER 10, 2004

COURT MINUTES
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-2002-158

)

LARRY MARVIN SEVERSON,

)
)
)

Defendant.
----,--.,,--,-.,,,...,.-c,-----------)
APPEARANCES:
Aaron Bazzoli/Ron Howen
Prosecuting Attorney

Counsel for Plaintiff

Ed Frachiseur/Ellison Matthews
Public Defender

Counsel for Defendant

Time and date·· set for JURY TRIAL, defendant present, in custody.
Tape No. October 6, 2004
October 8, 2004

October 12, 2004

October 13, 2004
October 15, 2004

October 18, 2004

A350-04
A351-04
A352-04
A353-04
A354-04
A355-04
A356-04
A356-04
A357-04
A358-04
A359-04
A360-04
A360-04
A361-04
A363-04
A364-04
A365-05
A366-04
A367-04
A370-04
A371-04

0407
0177
2634
0182
0187
0184
0188
0747
0181
0184
0183
0185
0209
0181
1465
0180
0177
0178
0177
2078
0180

-

3910
1024
3907
3807
3909
3906

- 0745

-

3909
3909
3907
3912
0208
3906
2213
3908

3909
3910
3911
2997
3906
3897
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October 19, 2004
October 20, 2004
October 22, 2004

October 25, 2004

October 26, 2004

October 27, 2004
October 29, 2004

November 1, 2004
November 3, 2004
November 5, 2004

November 8, 2004

November 10, 2004

A372-04
A374-04
A375-04
A376-04
A377-04
A378-04
A379-04
A380-04
A381-04
A382-04
A383-04
A384-04
A384-04
A385-04
A386-04
A387-04
A388-04
A389-04
A389-04
A390-04
A391-04
A392-04
A393-04
A393-04
A394-04
A395-04
A396-04
A397-04
A398-04
A399-04
A400-04
A402-04
A403-04
A404-04
A404-04
A405-04
A406-04
A409-04
A410-04
A411-04
A412-04
A413-04
A414-04
A415-04
A416-04
A420-04

0182
0486
0177
0183
1428
0179
0175
3200
0090
0125
0177
0178
2904
0180
0084
0174
0187
0175
0912
0180
0173
0022
0180
1457
0187
0182
1063
0181
0185
0180
0176
2306
0187
0179
1360
0176
0188
2967
0167
0052
0169
0105
0176
0170
0181
0607

-

1413
3898
3906
1421
3906
3891
0348
3750
3805
3897
3907
2589
3908
3683
3893
3918
3905
0905
3906
3904
3593
3912
1448
3905
3909
0888
3906
3908
3911
3907
1831
3909
3900
0720
3904
3907
1263
3900
3659
3914
3751
3908
3897
3908
2703
0982
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9:03 a.m.

Call of case.

Without Jury panel.

Court stated it had one preliminary issue. The court had
received the resumes of expert witnesses by the state.
provide to court at break.
Mr. Frachiseur requested that witnesses
courtroom during opening arguments.
Court explained that it had already
witnesses until after they testify.

be

issued

allowed

an

Mr. Bazzoli stated that he had no objection
allowed in courtroom during opening statements.

to

order
to

be

not
Can
in

excluding

witnesses

be

Court will allow witnesses in courtroom during opening argument.
Court also stated for the record that an immediate family members
may be in the courtroom during the proceedings.
Court will limit
as to a representative of the family may be in the courtroom.
State would request that Carol Diaz be the family representative.
Court will allow Carol Diaz to be the representative.
State also advised the court that it will have Cathy Wolfe at the
prosecution table during the trial.
Court will allow Cathy Wolfe to be in courtroom.
Mr. Frachiseur
assisting them.

advised

that

they

would

be

having

Ms.

Markham

Court will allow Ms. Markham to remain in the courtroom and assist
the defense.
9:10 a.m.

Jury panel present and in proper places.

Counsel stipulate to the jury panel.
Clerk gave the jury panel their oath.
Court advised the jury panel that at this time no one knows who
the alternate jurors will be.
Court read jury instruction to panel.
Clerk read the Amended Indictment.

COURT MINUTES - October 6, 2004 - NOVEMBER 10, 2004
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Court continued jury instructions.
(1297) 9:26 a.m. Mr. Howen presented the State's opening argument.
(2867) 10:02 a.m.
statement.

Mr.

Frachiseur presented the defenses opening

(177/3910) TAPE CHANGE A351-04
Mr. Frachiseur continues his opening argument.
(0876) 10:38 a.m.
Court advised jury panel it will recess for the
day.
Admonishes jurors and excuses them until Friday, October 8,
2004 at 9:00 a.m.
Court in session without jury panel at 10:41 a.m.
Mr. Howen advises the court that he has informed defense counsel
of the first 5 witnesses that will be called.
Mr. Frachiseur concurred and advised court that parties will get
together on Wednesday afternoons to exchange when witnesses will
be called.
(1024) Court in recess at 10:43 a.m.
OCTOBER 8, 2004
A352-04
9:03 a.m.

Court back in session without jury panel

Mr. Howen advised the court of a CD he wished to play today.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection to the CD.
9:05 a.m.
Jury panel brought in and in proper places.
to by counsel.

Stipulated

(2764) Mr. Howen calls Theresa Mallea (SWORN) and examined.
State's Exhibit 1-13 (pre-marked) to witness.
Direct examination
continues.
Mr. Howen moves for the admission of State's Exhibit 1-13.
Mr. Matthews wishes to view the exhibit. Handed to Mt. Matthews.
Mr. Matthews had no objection to admitting exhibit.
State' s Exhibit 1-13 "ADMITTED"

COURT MINUTES - October 6, 2004 - NOVEMBER 10, 2004
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Mr. Howen continues his direct examination. Witness
State's Exhibit 1-14, direct examination continues.
moved for admission of State's Exhibit 1-14.

is handed
Mr. Howen

Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 1-14 "ADMITTED"
Court will now excused jury to jury room to prepare for playing of
the CD. Jurors admonished and excused at 9:24 a.m.
Court inquired to parties whether court reporter needed to type CD
for the record.
182/3907 TAPE CHANGE to A353-04
Mr. Bazzoli requested that the court reporter type into the record
the playing of the CD.
Court will have reporter do so.
Mr. Matthews stated he had no objection to the CD being played but
felt that there was hearsay of Nora Law on it.
He also objected
to Mr. Howen summarizing testimony on paper.
Mr. Howen advised that it was summarized on this witness but does
not expect to do so on others.
Court told parties that it should be testimony only.
(278) Court in recess at 9:26 a.m.
(282) Jury brought back in and in proper places at 9:30 a.m.
Counsel stipulated to jury being in proper places.
(313) CD played to jury.
CD flaws, recess will need to be
excused to jury room at 9:38 a.m.
(536) Jury brought back
Stipulated to by counsel.

in

and

in

taken,
proper

jurors
places

admonished and
at

9:43

a.m.

(579) Playing of CD continued.
(709) Direct examination continued of Theresa Mallea by Ron Howen.
(1042) Cross examination of Theresa Mallea by Mr. Matthews.
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(1258) Re-direct examination of Theresa Mallea by Mr. Howen.
(1327) Witness steps down.
( 1369) Mr. Howen calls Melissa Schaffer (SWORN) and examined.
State's exhibit 1-15 handed to witness,
direct examination
continued.
State's Exhibit 1-16 to witness, direct examination
continued
(2603) Cross examination of Melissa Schaffer by Mr. Frachiseur.
Mr. Frachiseur moved for admission of State's Exhibit 1-15.
No objection by Mr. Howen
State's Exhibit 1-15 "ADMITTED"
Cross examination continues on Melissa Schaffer by Mr. Frachiseur.
187/3907 TAPE CHANGE to A354-04
Cross examination continues.
(650) Mr. Howen requested a short recess.
Court will allow a 15 minute break, Jurors were admonished and
excused at 11: 08 a.m. Court advised counsel that they may not
speak with witness while on break due to her still testifying.
(709) Court in recess at 11:10 a.m.
(710) Court back in session without jury panel at 11:26 a.m.
Court advised counsel the basis for his ruling as to speaking with
witness on break.
Mr. Howen feels that there may be times when it will be necessary
to speak with a witness during testimony.
Court will not allow while a witness is on the stand.
Mr. Howen explained how a mask had been referred to and needed to
know what kind of mask.
Court will allow if all parties are present and agree.
Mr. Howen stated he would like to proceed that way.
that Cathy Wolfe will need to go get the mask.

He stated

While waiting a brief discussion was held regarding lunch.
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(1020) Witness being shown the mask with both counsel present.
(1120) Counsel now ready to proceed.
(1200) Jury brought back in and in proper places at 11:41 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1234) Re-direct examination of Melissa Schaffer by Mr. Howen. Mr.
Howen moves for admission of State's Exhibit 1-16 and 1-17.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibit 1-16 and 1-17 are "ADMITTED"
(1425) Re-cross examination of Melissa Schaffer by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1658) Re-direct examination of Melissa Schaffer by Mr. Howen.
(1731) Re-cross examination of Melissa Schaffer by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1754 Witness steps down.
Court advises that the lunch break will be taken until 1:15 p.m.
(1788) Jury admonished and excused at 11:55 a.m.
Court advised counsel
exhibit numbers.

to

be

more

specific

when

talking

about

(1848) Court in recess at 11:58 a.m.
(1855) Court back in session at 1:16 p.m.
(1892) Jurors brought back in and in present places at 1:18 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1900) Mr. Bazzoli calls Dr. Diane Lee Binnion (SWORN) and
examined. State Exhibit 5-1 shown to witness.
Direct examination
is continued.
( 3007)
Cross examination of Dr.
Diane Lee Binnion by Mr.
Frachiseur.
Mr. Frachiseur moved for the admission of State's
Exhibit 5-1.
Mr. Bazzoli objected due to statements of hearsay that are on the
document.
Court will not allow State's Exhibit 5-1 to be admitted.
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(3423) Cross examination of Dr. Diane Lee Binnion continued.
184/3909 TAPE CHANGE to A355-04
Cross examination continues.
(804) Re-direct
Bazzoli.

examination

of

Dr.

Diane

Lee

Binnion

by

Mr.

(1104) Re-cross
Frachiseur.

examination

of

Dr.

Diane

Lee

Binnion

by

Mr.

Diane

Lee

Binnion

by

Mr.

Diane

Lee

Binnion

by

Mr.

Diane

Lee

Binnion

by

Mr.

(1148) Re-direct examination of Dr.
Bazzoli.
(1198) Re-cross examination of Dr.
Frachiseur.
(1363) Re-direct
Bazzoli.

examination

of

Dr.

(1421) Witness steps down and is excused.
Court will now take the afternoon recess for 15 minutes.
(1443) Jurors admonished and excused for break at 2:30 p.m.
(1452) Court in recess.
(1453) Court back in session without jury panel at 2:47 p.m.
Court makes a statement to counsel about the lividity and time of
death issue.
Mr. Frachiseur again moved for admission of State's Exhibit 5-1.
Mr. Bazzoli stated that page 1 of the report had a hearsay
statement and that it was not brought up while witness was on the
stand.
Mr. Frachiseur made further argument regarding the exhibit.
Mr. Bazzoli read the statement to the court and made a
statement that that part maybe redacted.

further

Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
Court will allow the redaction and then after revised will admit
into evidence.
(1781) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 2:55 p.m.
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Stipulated by counsel.
(1800) Mr. Bazzoli calls Sheriff Rick Layher (SWORN) and examined.
(2176) Cross examination of Sheriff Rick Layher by Mr. Matthews.
(2332) Witness steps down.
(2455) Mr. Bazzoli calls Nora Law Rutherford (SWORN) and examined.
(3402) Cross examination of Nora Law Rutherford by Mr. Matthews.
188/3906 TAPE CHANGE to A356-04
Cross examination continues.
(494) Re-direct examination of Nora Law Rutherford by Mr. Bazzoli.
(608) Witness steps down and subject to recall.
(630) Jury will be excused for today and will need to return on
October 12, 2004 at 9:00 a.m. Court admonished jury and excused
them at 3:49 p.m.
Mr. Bazzoli advised court and counsel that they were working on an
exhibit list for their use.
(745) Court in recess for the day at 3:50 p.m.
OCTOBER 12, 2004
(0474) Court is back in session without jury panel at 9:02 a.m.
Mr. Howen explains how he intends to
why. Several cases cited as argument.

recall

some witnesses

and

(1067) Mr. Frachiseur responds. Also has objection to photos going
to be shown jury panel.
Mr. Bazzoli stated that only 4 photos will be shown today and will
show to defense counsel before testimony if they wish to see them.
Mr. Howen argues further his reason for recalling witnesses.
(1559)
Court will review the matter further and also review brief
when received.
Court asked
louder.

counsel

Matthews

and

Frachiseur

to
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(1677) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:25 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1710) Mr. Bazzoli calls Marla E'. Spence (SWORN) and examined.
State Exhibit 6-1 to witness. Direct examination continued.
Move
for admission of State's Exhibit 6-1.
Mr. Frachisuer objected.
Direct examination of Marla F. Spence continued by Mr. Bazzoli.
Move again for admission of State's Exhibit 6-1.
State's Exhibit 6-1 "ADMITTED"
Defendant Exhibit

"I{'

marked.

(2144) Cross examination of Marla F. Spence by Mr. Frachiseur.
(2627) Re-direct examination of Marla F. Spence by Mr. Bazzoli.
(2661)

Witness steps down and is excused.

Mr. Bazzoli
witness.

requested

a

brief

recess

to

get

ready

for

next

Court admonished the jury and excused then to the jury room.
(2734) Court in recess for 15 minutes.
(2762) Court back in session without jury panel at 10:08 a.m.
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he was ready to proceed.
Mr. Frachiseur stated that the death certificate is allowed under
the hearsay rule.
Also noted that he was objecting to Dr. Groben
testifying as to the cause of death.
(2857)

Mr. Bazzoli responded.

(2956)

Mr. Frachiseur responded further.

(3157)

Mr. Bazzoli made further argument.

Court finds that by reviewing
qualified to render an opinion.
laid.

Dr. Groben' s resume that he is
Court will see how foundation is

Mr. Bazzoli advised that he had shown the photo's that Dr. Groben
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would use in his testimony to defense.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection to the photo's.
( 3583)
Jury panel is brought back in and in proper places at
10:22 a.m. Stipulated to by counsel.
(3630) Mr. Bazzoli calls Dr. Glen R. Groben (SWORN) and examined.
181/3909 TAPE CHANGE to A357-04
Direct examination of Dr. Glen R. Groben continued by Mr, Bazzoli.
State Exhibit 6-6 shown to witness.
Direct examination continued.
State Exhibit 6-12 to witness. Direct examination continued.
Court needs to take up a matter with the presence of the jury.
Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 11:15 a.m.
Mr. Frachiseur explains that he object to
Groben on the gastric contents exhibit.

the testimony of Dr.

Defendant Exhibit "B" marked and given to Dr. Groben.
Mr. Bazzoli responded.
Mr. Frachiseur made further argument and wished to examine
Groben concerning Defense Exhibit "B" .

Dr,

Mr. Frachiseur examines Dr. Groben.
Defendant Exhibit "C" marked
and Mr. Frachiseur continued his examination of Dr. Groben.
Court will allow the testimony.
Mr. Frachiseur stated
adequate foundation.

that

Mr. Bazzoli stated that the
defense through Discovery.

he

still

felt

lab results

there
have

was

still

not

been provided to

Mr. Frachiseur stated that one lab result had not been disclosed
to them.
Mr. Bazzoli
discovery.

stated

Court found
report.

that

(2700)

that

there

it
was

had

been

sufficient

submitted

again

foundation

laid

through
for

the

Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 11:30
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a.m. Stipulated by counsel.
Direct examination continued of Dr. Glen R. Groben by Mr. Bazzoli.
State's
Exhibit
6-13
shown
to witness.
Direct
examination
continued. Move for admission of State's Exhibit 6-13.
State's Exhibit 6-13 "ADMITTED"
State's Exhibit 6-7, 6-8, 6-9 and 6-10 handed to witness.
Direct
examination continued. Move for admission of all 4 exhibits.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibits 6-7, 6-8, 6-9 and 6-10 "ADMITTED"
Mr. Bazzoli ask to publicize the photos on a
jury could see.

screen do all the

Court allowed.
(3125)

Direct examination continued on Dr. Glen R. Groben.

184/3909 TAPE CHANGE to A358-04
Direct examination continues.
(438)Court will recess for lunch.
Jury
excused for lunch, to return at 1:30 p.m.

panel

admonished

and

(473) Court in recess at 12:00 p.m.
(476) Court back in session without jury panel at 1:33 p.m.
Court states that he has received and reviewed the State's brief.
Noted some errors in cites.
(590) Jury panel present and in proper places at 1:35 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(602) Cross examination of Dr. Glen R. Graben by Mr. Frachiseur.
A matter needs to be taken up without jury panel.
Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 1:38 p.m.
Cross examination
continues.

of

Dr.

Glen

R.

Groben

by

Mr.

Mr. Bazzoli had a short re-direct of Dr. Glen R. Groben.
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(800) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 1:42 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
on Dr.
Glen R.
Groben by Mr.
6-6 handed to the witness. Cross

Cross examination continued
Frachiseur.
State's Exhibit
examination continued.

(1894) Re-direct examination of Dr. Glen R. Groben by Mr. Bazzoli.
Move for admission in State's Exhibit 6-6.
No objection by Mr.

Frachiseur.

State's Exhibit 6-6 "ADMITTED"
Re-direct
Bazzoli.

examination

(2421)
Re-cross
Frachiseur.

continues

examination

of

of

Dr.

Dr.

Glen
Glen

R.

Groben

R.

Groben

by

Mr.

by

Mr.

(2450) Re-direct examination of Dr. Glen R. Groben by Mr. Bazzoli.
(2491) Witness steps down and subject to recall.
Witness requested that
Need at work.

State Exhibit

6-12

be

returned to him.

Mr. Bazzoli stated that the exhibit was not admitted and had no
objection.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibit 6-12 given back to Dr. Groben.
Mr. Bazzoli requested a short recess.
Court will grant a recess.
Jury panel was admonished and excused
to the jury room at 2:23 p.m.
(2584) Court in recess until 2:30 p.m.
(2586) Court back in session without jury panel at 2:36 p.m.
Mr. Matthews stated that the police report of the next witness,
Officer Sterling, was recently given to him but the officer,
Chaney, that was with Officer Sterling at the time, his police
report was ever received.
Mr.

Bazzoli

stated

that
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report but will find out if a report was ever done.
was not one done.

Thinks there

Court stated Dr. Groben was qualified to give an opinion as ruled
upon earlier.
(2815) Jury panel present and in proper places at 2:40 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(2848) Mr. Bazzoli called Deputy Shaun Sterling (SWORN) and
examined.
State's Exhibit 16-8 shown to witness.
Direct
examination continued.
State's Exhibits 1-98, 1-99 and 1-100
given to witness.
Direct examination continued.
Mr. Bazzoli
moved for admission of State's exhibit 1-98, 1-99 and 1-100.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
183/3907 TAPE CHANGE to A359-04
State's Exhibit 1-98, 1-99 and 1-100 "ADMITTED"
(194) Cross examination of Shaun Sterling by Mr. Matthews.
(590) Re-direct examination of Shaun Sterling by Mr. Bazzoli.
(649) Re-cross examination of Shaun Sterling by Mr. Matthews.
(680) State's exhibit 16-9 marked and offered.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 16-9 "ADMITTED" for illustritive purposes.
(711) Witness steps down and is excused.
(740) Mr. Bazzoli calls Michael R. Barclay (SWORN) and examined.
Mr. Matthews requested an afternoon recess.
Court admonished the jury panel and excused them to the jury room
until 3:40 p.m.
(1199) Court in recess at 3:28 p.m.
(1205) Court back in session without jury panel at 3:42p.m.
(1252) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 3:43.
State's

exhibits 1-24, 1-25 and 1-27 to witness.
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Direct examination continues of Michael R. Barclay by Mr. Bazzoli.
Moves for admission of State's exhibit 1-24, 1-25 and 1-27.
No Objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's exhibit 1-24, 1-25 and 1-27 "ADMITTED".
(1361) Cross examination of Michael R. Barclay by Mr. Matthews.
(1455) Witness steps down and excused.
(1540) Mr. Howen calls Nancy Ellwanger to the stand.
Mr. Matthews
panel.

asked that an

issue be taken up without

the

jury

Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 3: 30 p.m.
Mr. Matthews objected to the calling of this. witness,
witnesses out of order.

about

10

(1603) Mr. Howen stated doesn't feel there was a lack of notice on
the calling of the witness out of order, was discussed with
counsel earlier.
Court stated that Mr. Howen had all week-end to prepare brief and
was just received by court and counsel today around noon.
Mr. Howen argued further the reason for calling the witness.
Court stated the ruling was made in September to these issues.
Court will adjourn the case for today so that parties can review
the brief.
Mr. Matthews concurred that they would like time to review brief.
Feels Mr. Howen prepared brief after witness, Theresa Mallea was
on stand. Would like each statement put in writing as to what may
be hearsay.
Mr. Howen stated he would do.
Court advised Mr. Howen that he took witness out of order and can
continue that way.
Will give defense counsel time to review
brief. Will excuse jury today and continue with this. Witness are
being called different today than what defense knew on Friday. Can
start early tomorrow if necessary.
Mr. Matthews requested to start early on Friday so that there is
plenty of time to review.
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Mr. Howen stated he could get them in writing and given to counsel
tomorrow.
Will plan on taking this matter up on Friday.
(2955) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 4:20 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Court advised the jury panel that they would be excused for the
evening. Jury panel admonished and excused at 4:21 p.m.
(3068) Mr. Howen stated that he could put Ms. Ellwanger on and not
talk about the hearsay matters.
Mr. Matthews stated he would rather just have testimony of Cathy
Wolfe tomorrow.
(3245) Mr. Howen states that he can do testimony without hearsay
but needs testimony of Ms. Ellwanger before Cathy Wolfe is on
stand.
Mr. Matthews stated he feels with all the hearsay it may taint the
testimony and would rather not have Ms. Ellwanger on stand until
the court rules on the brief.
Court concurs and will start with the testimony of Cathy Wolfe
tomorrow.
Court states it will review the cases cited in the
brief.
Court and counsel discuss the matter of when witnesses would and
could be called.
185/3912 TAPE CHANGE to A360-04
(208) Court in evening recess at 4:37 p.m.
OCTOBER 13, 2004
A360-04
(209) Court in session without jury panel at 9:04 a.m.
Mr. Howen requested a meeting in chambers to include the court
reporter.
Court granted the request and all parties met in chambers.
IN CHAMBERS
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Mr. Howen apologizes to the court for his outburst yesterday.
Mr. Howen explained to the court that testimony yesterday by Shaun
Sterling was misleading.
The pills that were found under the
baseball hat and photographed as such were actually found in the
sweat band of the hat.
The pills were placed back under the hat
and then photographed.
He also advised the court that two
exhibits, 4-30 and 4-31 were seized on 2-16-02 and placed in
evidence bag. About a month later the bag was opened and resealed
but the same date was placed on the evidence bag.
Mr. Matthews stated that he felt that the pill photograph had been
staged.
Also noted that a baseball cap does not have a sweat
band.
Court feels that matters can be cleared
witness and through testimony today.

up

by

recalling

the

(247) Court back in session at 9:16 a.m.
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:18 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(310) Mr. Howen calls Catherine Wolfe (SWORN) and examined.
State's Exhibit 1-38 to witness, Direct examination continued.
State's Exhibits 1-39, 1-40, 1-41, 1-42, 1-43, 1-44, 1-45, 1-46.
And 1-47 to witness. Direct examination continued.
(1460) Mr. Matthews stated he had an issue to be taken up without
the jury panel.
Court admonished the jury panel and excused them to the jury room
at 9:49 a.m.
(1482)
Mr. Matthews withdrew his objection, matter was addressed
in ruling.
He stated that he had one other objection that the
Ellwanger testimony was hearsay of Mary Severson.
Mr. Howen
hearsay.

stated

that

he

had

asked

no

questions

concerning

(1811) Witness requested a short recess.
Jury panel admonished and excused to

Court will take a recess.
jury room at 9:57 a.m.

(1813) Court back in session without jury panel at 10:06 a.m.
Mr.

Matthews

stated

he

was

still

concerned

about
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hearsay

statements of Mary Severson.
Court made its ruling regarding the motion and overruled it.
Mr. Matthews stated he would have a continuing objection.
Court acknowledged.
(2022) Jury brought in and in proper places at 10:10 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Direct examination of Catherine Wolfe continued by Mr. Howen.
Move for admission of State's exhibits 1-38, 1-39 and 1-40.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibits 1-38, 1-39 and 1-40 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibits 1-51,
1-52 and 1-53 to witness.
Direct
examination continued. Move for admission of 1-51, 1-52 and 1-53.
Mr. Matthews objected.
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
State's Exhibits 1-54 and 1-55 to witness. Direct examination
continued. Mover for admission of State's exhibits 1-51, 1-52, 153, 1-54 and 1-55.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibits 1-51, 1-52, 1-53, 1-54 and 1-55 "ADMITTED"
State's Exhibits 1-56, 1-63, 1-64 and 1-65 handed to witness.
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
State's Exhibit 18-3 marked and handed to witness.
Mr. Howen moves for admission of State's exhibit 1-63.
Mr. Matthews objected to the admission.
Response by Mr. Howen.
State's Exhibit 1-63 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continues of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 1-64 and 1-65.
No objection by Mr. Matthews
State's Exhibit 1-64 and 1-65 "ADMITTED"
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(2940) State's exhibit 1-66, 1-67, 1-68, 1-69 and 1-70 to witness.
Direct examination continues of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Mr. Howen moved for admission of State's exhibits 1-66, 1-67, 168, 1-69 and 1-70.
·
Mr. Matthews objected to the admission.
Response by Mr. Howen.
State's Exhibits 1-66, 1-67, 1-68, 1-69 and 1-70 "ADMITTED"
State's Exhibits 1-71, 1-72, 1-73, 1-74 and 1-75 to witness.
Direct examination continues of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Move for admission of State's exhibits 1-71, 1-72, 1-73, 1-74 and
1-75.
Mr. Matthews had no objection to the admission.
State's Exhibits 1-71, 1-72. 1-73, 1-74, and 1-75 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 1-78 to witness.
Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
exhibit 1-78.

Direct examination continues of
Move for admission of State's

Mr. Matthews objected to the admission.
Response by Mr. Howen.
Court requested to view the exhibits.
181/3906 TAPE CHANGE to A361-04
(201) State's Exhibit 1-78 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 1-79 and 1-80 to witness.
Direct examination
continues of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Move for admission of
State's exhibit 1-79 and 1-80.
Mr. Matthews objected to the admission.
Court requested to view the exhibits.
State's exhibits 1-79 and 1-80 "ADMITTED" "CONDITIONALLY"
State's

exhibit

1-85

and

1-97

to

witness.

Direct
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continues of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Mr. Matthews requested a recess.
(585) Court will take recess.
jury room at 10:57 a.m.

Jury admonished and excused to the

Mr. Howen advised the court and counsel that he will need to speak
with the witness to prepare for the testimony to be given on
E'riday.
(645) Court in recess at 10:58 a.m. until 11:15 a.m.
(649) Court back in session without jury panel at 11:18 a.m.
Mr. Matthews stated that he is concerned about the meeting with
the witness by the prosecutor.
Also noted that he cannot
formulate his cross examination until all of the witnesses
testimony is given.
Mr. Howen responded that it is the discretion of the prosecutor on
how to call witnesses. Defense can defer cross examination if they
wish.
(762) Mr. Matthews
examiantion.

stated that

would

probably

defer

the

cross

Court will allow.
Mr. Howen had no objection.
Mr. Bazzoli the reason they needed to speak with the witness is
because she is the evidence custodian and would be difficult to
prepare without speaking with her.
Mr. Matthews stated that he had no objection as long as they were
not rehashing her testimony.
Mr. Howen stated that if
defense counsel present.

something

came

up

he

would have

the

(950) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 11:25 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(961) Direct examination continues of Catherine Wolfe by Mr.
Howen.
State
exhibit
4-26
to
witness.
Direct
examination
continues. Move for admission of State's exhibit 4-26.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
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State's 8xhibit 4-26 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibits 4-29, 4-30, 4-30A and 4-31 to witness.
Direct
examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen. State's
exhibits 4-31B, 4-32 and 4-33 to witness.
Direct examination
continues.
Mr. Howen completed his direct examination.
Mr. Matthews requested to defer his cross examination.
Court will recess for the day.
Jury panel admonished and told to
return on Friday.
Jury panel excused at 11:53 a.m.
Mr. Bazzoli advised the court that he would be faxing additional
information to the Judge at his Boise office for his review.
Court reminded counsel that court will begin
address the testimony matter of Ms. Ellwanger.

at

Mr. Bazzoli advised that no matter the ruling Ms.
be called to testify on Friday.

8: 30

a. m.

to

Ellwanger will

(2213) Court in recess at 11:55 a.m.
OCTOBER 15, 2004
A363-04
(1465) Court back in session without jury panel at 8:40 a.m.
Court reviews documents received since last on record.
In regard to hearsay issues,
regarding statements by Mary
Severson, the court made it's ruling on record.
Each witness
statements reviewed.
180/3908 TAPE CHANGE to A364-04
Court's ruling continued.
Mr. Matthews requested a short recess to review the ruling made b,•
the court.
(1092) Court will take a 15 minutes recess at 9:53 a.m.
(1097) Court back in session without jury panel at 10:08 a.m.
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Court read
approval.

a

limited

jury

instruction

to

counsel

for

their

testimony

being

All counsel approved the instruction.
Mr. Matthews requested the
allowed of Nancy Ellwanger.

court

clarify

the

Testimony reviewed.
(1277) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 10:12 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Court advised the jury panel of the limited jury instruction.
(1380) Mr. Howen calls Nancy Ellwanger (SWORN) and examined.
(3477) Cross examination of Nancy Ellwanger by Mr. Matthews.
177/3909

TAPE CHANGE to A365-04

Cross examination continues of Nancy Ellwanger by Mr. Matthews.
(229) Witness steps down and is excused.
Mr. Matthews requested a short recess and also wished to address a
matter outside the presence of the jury.
Court admonished the jury panel and excused them to the jury room
at 11:07 a.m.
(279) Court recessed for 10 minutes at 11:08 a.m.
(283) Court back in session without jury panel at 11:17 a.m.
Mr. Matthews
testimony.

requested further

clarification of Nancy Ellwanger

Court clarifies. Court also reviews the impeachment issue raided
State may recall witness.
last Wednesday.
(488) Jury brought in and in proper places at 11:22 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(517) Mr.
examined.

Howen

calls

Theresa

Mallea,

previously

(794) Witness steps down and is excused.
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Mr. Bazzoli advised that the next witness is on his way.
(875) Mr. Bazzoli called Richard Mccallum (SWORN) and examined.
State's exhibits 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 to witness. Direct examination
continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibits 3-4, 3-5 and
306.
Mr. Frachiseur had

no objection.

State's Exhibit 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 "ADMITTED"
(1215) State's exhibit 3-2 and 3-3 to witness.
Mr. Bazzoli
continued his direct examination of Mr. Mccallum. State's exhibit
1-102, 1-103, 1-104 and 1-104A witness.
Direct examination
continues. Move for admission of 1-102, 1-103 and 1-104.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's Exhibit 1-102, 1-103, and 1-104 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 3-2 and 3-3 to witness.
Direct examination
continued of Mr. Mccallum by Mr. Bazzoli.
Move for admission of
State's exhibit 3-2 and 3-3.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur
State's exhibit 3-2 and 3-3 "ADMITTED"
(1720) Cross examination of Mr. Mccallum by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's exhibit 16-6 to witness. Cross examination continues.
Mr. Bazzoli suggested that noon recess be taken.
(2632) Court admonished the
12:44 p.m.
(2650) Court
during lunch.

jury and excused them for

lunch at

admonished the witness not to speak with
Court in recess at 12:15 until 1:30 p.m.

anyone

(2684) Court back in session without jury panel at 1:30 p.m.
Court
clarified
statements.

for

the

record

the

Ellwanger

and

Mallea

( 2964) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 1: 35
p.m. Stipulated by counsel.
was handed to
Defendant exhibit "D"
examination continued on Mr. Mccallum.

the witness.
Cross
Move to admission of
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Defendant exhibit "D" .
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection.
Defendant Exhibit "D" "ADMITTED"
Cross examination of Mr. McCall um continued by Mr. Frachiseur.
Defendant exhibit "E" to witness. Cross examination continued.
(3348) Witness steps down and is excused.
(SWORN)
and
Richard Kingston
(3400)
Mr.
Bazzoli calls Dr.
Direct examination
examined. State's exhibit 5-2 to witness.
continued.
178/3910 TAPE CHANGE to A366-04
Direct examination
Bazzoli.

of

Dr.

Richard

Kingston

continued

by

Mr.

(659) Cross examination of Dr. Richard Kingston by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1189) Re-direct
Bazzoli.

Dr.

Richard

Kingston

by

Mr.

Dr.

Richard

Kingston

by

Mr.

(1654) Re-direct examination of Dr. Richard Kingston
Bazzoli. Move for admission of State's exhibt 5-2.

by

Mr.

(1358)
Re-cross
Frachiseur.

examination
examination

of
of

Mr. Frachiseur requested counsel to bench.
Court so allowed.
Court noted that a redaction would be made to the last page bottom
of the exhibit to be submitted to the jury.
State's Exhibit 5-2 "ADMITTED"
(1843) Witness steps down and is excused.
Mr. Bazzoli requests a recess.
Court admonished the
2:36 p.m.

jury and excused them to the

(1928) Court in recess until 2:50 p.m.
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(1936) Court back on the record at 2:53 p.m.
(1989) Jury panel present and in proper places at 2:54 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(2009) Mr. Bazzoli calls Michael Barclay, previously sworn, and
examined.
State's exhibit 1-101 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit 1-101.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's exhibit 1-101 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 1-48, 1-49 and 1-50 to witness.
Mr. Bazzoli
continues direct examination on Mr. Barclay.
Move for admission
of State's exhibit 1-48, 1-49 and 1-50.
Mr. Matthews objected.
Mr. Bazzoli withdrew the motion for admission.
Direct examination
of Mr. Barclay continued.
State's exhibit 4-28 to witness.
Direct examination continued.
Move for admission of State's
exhibit 4-28.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 4-28 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination of Mr. Barclay
State's exhibit 4-30 and 4-31 to
continued.

continued by Mr. Bazzoli.
witness. Direct examination

(3190) Cross examination of Mr. Barclay by Mr. Matthews.
(3388) Re-direct examination of Mr. Barclay by Mr. Bazzoli.
(3405) Witness steps down and is excused.
(3630) Mr. Bazzoli calls Dr. Gary Dawson (SWORN) and examined.
177/3911 TAPE CHANGE to A367-04
Direct examination of Dr. Gary Dawson continued by Mr. Bazzoli.
State's exhibit 5-5 to witness. Direct examination continues.
State's exhibit 5-6 and 5-7 to witness.
Direct examination
continues. Move for admission of 5-6 and 5-7.
Mr. Frachiseur objects.
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Response by Mr. Bazzoli.
Court sustains the objection.
Counsel to bench for side bar.
Court will allow State's 5-7 into
actual Ambien tablets to be seen.

evidence

since

there

are

no

State's exhibit 5-7 "ADMITTED''
Court will take short recess.
to jury room at 4:20 p.m.

Jury panel admonished and excused

Mr. Bazzoli stated that there may be some actual Ambien pills in
evidence.
Mr. Frachiseur stated that he was sure there were four pills found
and in evidence.
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he will withdraw the photo if the Ambien
pills are found.
Will substitute them for the picture.
(2257)

Court in recess until 4:30 p.m.

(2260) Court back in session without jury panel at 4:33 p.m.
Court stated it would explain the
photo.

change

in

the

pills

and the

Mr. Frachiseur stated that he feels that the cross examination
will be quite lengthy and feels it would be beneficial to continue
cross examination to Monday afternoon.
Mr. Bazzoli was advised by the witness that he had been subpoenaed
for a trial in Boise on Monday but could check his voice mail to
see if trial had been continued.
Officer in case was involved in
accident and so case could be continued.
Court allowed witness to check voice mail.
Witness advised that the trial
available on Monday.

had been continued and could be

(2523) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 4:40
p.m. Stipulated by counsel.
Court advised the jury panel that it would adjourn for the day
after the direct testimony was completed and that State's exhibit
5-7 would be substituted with the actual Ambien pills.
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( 2590) Direct examination continues on Dr. Gary Dawson
Bazzoli.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 5-5.

by Mr.

Mr. Frachiseur objected.
Court sustained and State's exhibit 5-5 will NOT be admitted.
Mr. Bazzoli advised he had no further examination of this witness
at this time.
Court will recess for today.
Jury panel admonished and told to
return on Monday at 1:30 p.m. and excused at 4:49 p.m.
(2997) Court in adjourned at 4:50 p.m.
October 18, 2004
A370-04
(2078) Court back in session without jury panel at 1:38 p.m.
Court advised that Dr. Dawson's report is hearsay and there are
some exceptions to the hearsay rule. Court stated for the record.
(2274) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 1:43 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(2315) Dr. Gary Dawson, previously sworn, retakes the stand and is
cross examined by Mr. Frachiseur.
Defendant exhibit "G" marked
and handed to witness. Cross examination continued.
Move for
admission of Defendant Exhibit "G".
No objection by Mr. Bazzoli.
(3790) Defendant Exhibit "G "ADMIITED"
Cross examination of Dr. Gary Dawson continued by Mr. Frachiseur.
180/3906 TAPE CHANGE to A371-04
Cross examination continued of Dr. Gary Dawson by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1453) Re-direct examination of Dr. Gary Dawson by Mr. Bazzoli.
(2355) Court will take afternoon break.
excused to jury room at 3:08 p.m.

Jury panel admonished and

(2412) Court in recess until 3:25 p.m.
(2471)

Court back in session at 3:25 p.m.
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Mr. Bazzoli
today.

inquires

as

to

how

long

court

will

be

in

session

Court advised until about 4:30 p.m. Court needs to take up other
matters.
(2538) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 3:27 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(2557) Re-direct examination of Dr.
Bazzoli.

Gary Dawson continued by Mr.

(3341) Re-cross examination of Dr. Gary Dawson by Mr. Frachiseur.
(3528) Witness steps down.
(3590) Mr. Bazzoli calls Carol Diaz (SWORN) and examined.
State's exhibit 7-5 marked and handed to witness.
182/3897 TAPE CHANGE to A372-04
Direct examination of Carol Diaz continued by Mr. Bazzoli. Move to
admit State's exhibit 7-5.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 7-5 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination of Carol Diaz continued by Mr. Bazzoli.
(1136) Cross examination of Carol Diaz by Mr. Matthews.
(1265) Re-direct examination of Carol Diaz by Mr. Bazzoli.
(1308) Witness steps down.
Court advised that it will recess court for the day.
Jury panel
admonished and excused at 4:22 p.m. Court advised panel to return
tomorrow at 10:15 a.m.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that he would be making
witness order to accommodate expert witnesses.

changing

(1413) Court adjourned at 4:25 p.m.
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OCTOBER 19, 2004
A374-04
(486) Court back in session without jury panel at 10:30 p.m.
Court advised parties that breaks will be taken hourly.
Mr. Bazzoli advised
technically medical.

that

the

expert

witnesses

will

not

be

Mr. Frachiseur advised that their toxicologist stated that results
were not complete and not fully documented.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that all information had been disclosed,
litigation package but can call lab for additional information id
knows exactly what is needed.
Mr. Frachiseur advised he can get a list.
lab.

May be a mistake at the

Mr. Bazzoli stated he would need to know what is deficient.
Mr. Frachiseur
needed.

advised

that

he

had

a

rough

draft

of

what

is

Mr. Bazzoli advised that he would take the rough draft and contact
lab.
(864) Jury pane brought in and in proper places at 10:40 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Court advised all parties that the jury was having trouble hearing
and that all need to speak up.
Court asked jury to let bailiff
know if they cannot hear.
(995) Mr. Howen calls John Wesley Banks (SWORN) and examined.
State's exhibits 14-3 through 14-45 handed to witness and each
identified by the witness.
177/3898 TAPE CHANGE to A375-04
( 1000)
Howen.

Direct examination of John Wesley Banks continued by Mr.

Court wanted clarification as to what State's exhibit 14-30 is.
Court will now take noon recess.
Court admonished the
excused them for lunch at 12:10 p.m.
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Mr.
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Bazzoli advised that the exhibits just gone over with Mr.
probably go_ over again with the next witness Mr. Urban;
Mr. Bazzoli aiso-··leqliest:ed·· that Mr~-- Banks--be- allowed .. to.. ke.ep. .the.
exhibits over the lunch. period.

eank~-~it~

Mr. Matthews had no objection:to that.
(1147) Court so noted and recessed until 1:30 p.m.
(1151) Court back in ses.sion without jury panel_ at 1: 30 p.m.

Mr. Frachiseur. advised .the court that -h~ .. had 3 areas of .concern, ;
he was just notified that the State may have i:1- jail informant that
they may call, they do now have a·. full litigation packet and may
need time to go over the information ·and that a exhibit that was
testified to had no Discovery. to them. _Due to all ; the n_ew _issu~s
defense may need time review.
(1350) Mr. Bazzoli advised the court ·that a ·1_etter was received by
them last Saturday by the informant that.. stated ne had information
concerning Mr. Severson. Mr. Bazzoli · spoke with informant. and the . ·
statement made by Mr. Severson was·-•- ·last Tuesday .. State~ent .· was
also made in front of another inmate.
State · is trying to talk
with that inmate. Not sure if infol'.:Inant will be called to stand. ·
The 2 litigation packets received by the State looked·. the same and
the. State just fqrwarded
copy . to the · defense,· -since. then ..
realiz_ed. that· i t was 2 different;-,repqrt,.. · so copi,~s, wei:e .:macie for
the defense.
State also advised that the hair disclosed could be·; /.- ··
anyone's..
.
. . .
..
.
.

a

.

.

.

-

Court does not: feel hair· will be frsed-'as: 'substitiv;~:'. e\rictence'_,;
Mr. Frachiseur feels a DNA tes-t:. could be do_rie on the hair .. ·
i1· ... _;

.· Court stated that .the State has made. ciear· what. was collected.
Court· further Stated that additional: argument can be made. on the
matter.
Court also advised that · it would grant the defense
additional time to go over the litigation packets if time was
needed.
Court would need further information as to the .testimony
of the jail informant.
Mr. Bazzoli advised
informant is.

the

court

that

the

defense

knows· whc

the

Court advised the parties that the jury had commented that they
could not hear the testimony of Carol Diaz very well. Court
suggests three ways to address:
1. Not do anything
2. Recall witness tot he stand
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3. Could transcribe and read.
Mr. Matthews suggested that a transcription would not be a good
idea, could just read to them.
Mr. Howen suggested the jury could ask questions.
Mr. Bazzoli would not like to recall the
reporter print and just read into record.

witness,

suggest

the

Court will allow counsel to decide how to proceed on that issue
and will address the matter again tomorrow morning.
(1845) Jury brought in and in proper places at 1:48 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1860) Cross examination of John Wesley Banks by Mr. Matthews.
(2735) Re-direct examination of John Wesley Banks by Mr. Howen.
(2925) Re-cross examination of John Wesley Banks by Mr. Matthews.
(3084) Re-direct examination of John Wesley Banks by Mr. Howen.
(3114) Witness steps down and excused.
(3175) Mr. Bazzoli calls John Urban (SWORN) and examined.
183/3906 TAPE CHANGE to A376-04
Direct examination continued of John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli.
State's exhibit 15-28 to witness.
Direct examination continued of
John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli.
Move for admission of State's exhibit
15-28.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 15-28 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination of John Urban continued by Mr. Bazzoli.
(1214) Mr. Bazzoli requested an afternoon break.
Court admonished the jury and excused them to the jury room at
2:56 p.m.
Court also admonished the witness regarding talking to
anyone while on break.
(1265) Court in recess until 2:10 p.m.
(1269)

Court

back

in session without

jury panel
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at

3:18

p.m.

Court stated for the record the reasons for the ruling on the
cross examination of John Wesley Banks regarding the reading of
the report of Mr. Banks.
Response by Mr. Howen.
(1460) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 3:23 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1473) Cross examination continued of John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli.
State's exhibits 15-29 and 15-30 to witness.
Direct examination
continued.
Mover for admission of State's exhibits 15-29 and 1530.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibits 15-29 and 15-30 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination of John Urban continued by Mr. Bazzoli. State's
exhibit 15-31 to witness.
Direct examination continued. Move for
admission of State's exhibit 15-31.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 15-31 "ADMITTED"
(2864) Direct examination of John Urban continued by Mr. Bazzoli.
State's exhibits 4-29 and 4-33 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit 4-33.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 4-33 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli.
State's Exhibits 15-33 and 15-32 to witness.
Direct examination
continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibts 15-32, 15-33
and 4-29.
Mr. Matthews requested to look at 15-32. Bailiff gave him item.
174/3901 TAPE CHANGE to A377-04
Mr. Matthews had no objection to admission of 15-32, 15-33 and 429.
State's Exhibit' s 15-32, 15-33 and 4-29 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 4-34 to witness.

Direct examination of John Urban
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continued by Mr. Bazzoli. Move for admission of State's exhibit 434.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 4-34 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibits 4-30 and 4-31 given to witness.
examination continued of John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli.
exhibit 15-34 to witness.
Direct examination continued.
admission of 4-30, 4-31 and 15-34.
Mr. Matthews questions Mr. Urban about the exhibits.
the admission of the exhibits.

Direct
State's
Move for
Objects to

Direct examination continues of John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli.
Response by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibits 4-30, 4-31 and 15-34 "ADMITTED"
Court will give a limited instruction regarding 4-30 and 4-31 if
asked by counsel.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that Mr. Matthew's would stipulate
admission of State's exhibits 14-3 through 14-45.

to

the

State's Exhibits 14-3 through 14-45 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 14-46 to witness.
Direct examination continued of
John Urban by Mr. Bazzoli. State's exhibit 14-47 to witness.
Direct examination continued.
Move for admission of State's
exhibit 14-47.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 14-47 "ADMITTED"
(952) Cross examination of John Urban by Mr. Matthews.
(1297) Witness steps down and is excused for evening at 4:43 p.m.
Mr. Howen requests that any remarks concerning statements by Mary
Severson should be said outside the presence of the jury.
Mr. Matthews stated he concurred and would try not to do that.
(1421) Court in recess for evening at 4:45 p.m.
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OCTOBER 20, 2004
A377-04
(1428) Court back in session without jury panel.
brought back in at 9:03 a.m. Stipulated by counsel.
(1508) Mr.
examined.

Bazzoli

calls

Dr.

Douglas

Heitkemper

Jury

panel

(SWORN)

and

Cross examination of Dr. Douglas Heitkemper by Mr. Matthews.
(2342) Witness steps down and is excused.
(2360) Mr.
examined.

Bazzoli

calls

George

Ellis

Porter

III

(SWORN)

and

continued

by

179/3906 TAPE CHANGE to 378-04
Direct examination
Mr.Bazzoli.
(367) Cross
Matthews.

of

examination

( 581) Re-direct
Bazzoli.
(746) Re-cross
Matrhews.
(7 58) Re-direct
Bazzoli.

George
of

examination
examination

Ellis
George

of
of

examination of

Porter
Ellis

George
George
George

III
Porter

III

by

Mr.

Ellis

Porter

III

by Mr.

Ellis

Porter

III

by

Ellis

Porter

III

by Mr.

Mr.

(768) Witness steps down and is excused.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that defense counsel has stipulated to admit
the Power Point Presentation that is on disk. Mr.
Bazzoli
requested it be marked 18-4.
State's Exhibit 18-4 "ADMITTED"
Mr. Bazzoli requested a recess.
(815) Jury admonished and excused to the jury room at 10:10 a.m.
Mr. Howen advised that it was
the wish of the parties that the
court reporter would read back the testimony of Carol Diaz to the
jury panel on Friday.
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Court will have tp.e _reporter read on Friday-.··"
--···

... ,,.. ,· , ..._,.,_ .. ··-····· -

,

,

(s.7 3 )..court_ 1:>ack. in ~es._sipn~. w:i, t11,qut;j ury:;· pane1:, qt:-:10 :..3o,

·(·9:4; },)_-;~~-Y·:

,.•. ._.;.:>... .... :......
. ., ':~ \. ' .

·;a::·~

-a.

-~·1/i.;o :; 33:i-~. ~--~ ·-: ·'i,·<:';./.:::·i;-,,~<):<_

·.·b;o:ght>~:~:,~~:::·i~--- ~ro;.~r;_ .p{~ces ·
Stipulated by
counel.
. . ... ., .-.....
. .
.
.

· . ·.. _:·:/,--·-/:./;,·::~,.,._
., .
-~-- ·.
.

'.i!!fh:{1iii~!~f~itiJlf;J;%!~/~t;:; w;i1lri•,;;1!!9f}~t.~~!t!ttf{t1iifIllii
im~~~~rt~hl~l~°.a;Jo~i~e~:~n~oh;Q w:i~~e~; · ·c{;:t~!:;~itibl:iil~i:~ro1't
. '.•

.

. ,. ..

.

.

Mr

· (3 022} Recdirect:. examinati6n Of . Dr. Joh~ Welch

by Mri.

Bi>.z ;oif _<'.

:

;c{,?}~k~,\j' ;

•· ::::::. ••·:::::::te::::::1it:: :~D!t.J:t:/?!}ti2~/t?!ij~:t:;t;£if;{~]~Ii.F~;
0

· ( 3 5 3 O) Re-q,;o s S e xarnina ti O(l . of Dr; Jo!>r,{

w~i ~he,~lf, M,;

tfi

ilChi

i t}f;~f\[ j

~ ~ht.;t;\:if

. _.· ·• -~; . •. ,.

·. ~-.:~ ·.:.- · ,. lt:·. ~;· · . ,·'

Mr;... Bazzoli, adv.ised that• -he>_will.-,: b~ ::pr:~viding r'ne~t-'f'-Week·:.
list to defense counsel ·but- understands. "the· tjeferfs~ /y,il+
call some··of their witnesses. ·
·
175/3891 TAPE CHANGE to A3'79.-04

. Mr. Frachiseur advised that theit witness . Dr J -·_ Gregg will .-· be
available the 26 th and 27 th and Dr. Stout will be available on the
25 th and 26 th •
-

"\

__ .

..

.

.

...

Court will leave to counsel to work out between themselves.
Court explained that it felt it needed to clarify the Bank's
testimony and the reason for explaining why the court felt it was
in error.
,,, ·~· ··i.··".I.• {

.·l •

••

• ~'

(348) Court in recess for the day at 11:39 a.m.
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OCTOBER 22, 2004
M. Grimmett - Clerk
A380-04
(3200) Court back in session without jury panel at 9:03 a.m.
Mr. Howen stated he had preliminary matters to take up.
Mr. Frachiseur advised that he was just presented with a notebook
and that they are still receiving large amounts of discovery.
Mr. Bazzoli explained that lab reports have been slowly received
from the State.
Court asked parties if they wished the court reporter to read the
testimony of Carol Diaz.
Mr. Howen stated he did not want it read, will proceed otherwise.
Mr. Matthews had no objection to that.
All parties are now ready

to proceed.

(3695) Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:10 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Mr. Howen calls Jan Atkinson (SWORN) and examined.
3750/90 TAPE CHANGE to A381-04
(425) Mr. Howen moved for admission of State's exhibit 4-35.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibit 4-35 "ADMITTED''
(630) Cross examination of Jan Atkinson by Mr. Frachiseur.
(770) Re-direct examination of Jan Atkinson by Mr. Howen.
(830) Witness steps down and is excused.
(860) Mr. Howen calls David W. Bourne (SWORN) and examined.
Move to admission of State's exhibit 15-35.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
( 1480) State's exhibit 15-35 "ADMITTED''
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Direct examination continued of David W. Bourne by Mr. Howen.
Morning break to be taken.
jury room at 10:25 a.m.

Jury panel admonished and excused to

(3285) Court admonished Mr. Howen that he should not testify.
Court in recess at 10:26 a.m.
(3290) Court back in session without jury

panel at 10:45 a.m.

Court asks Mr. Howen to explain why he wants a question answered
regarding federal prosecution.
Response by Mr. Howen.
Statement by Mr. Matthews.
125/3805 TAPE CHANGE to A382-04
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 10:53 a.m.
Stipulated.
Court advised
evidence.
..;

jury panel

that

comments

made

by

attorney's

not

(160) Direct examination of David W. Bourne by Mr. Howen .

t

(190) Cross examination of David W. Bourne by Mr. Matthews.
(350) Re-direct examination of David W. Bourne by Mr. Howen.
(515) Re-cross examination of David W. Bourne by Mr. Matthews.
Witness steps down and excused.
(570) Mr. Bazzoli calls Lita Christian (SWORN) and examined.
(1030) Mr. Matthews had no questions for the witness.
( 1070) Mr. Howen calls Catherine Wolfe (PREVIOUSLY SWORN)
examined. State's exhibit 1-32 and 1-33 to witness. Move
admission.

and
for

Mr. Matthews request a matter be taken up without the presence of
the jury.
Court admonished the jury and excused them for lunch at 11:22 a.m.
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Mr. Matthews questions as to why these exhibits are being offered.
Response by Mr. Howen. Mr. Howen also advises there will be
several more pictures of the house and wants to know if there will
be further objections.
Statement by Mr. Matthews.
(1870) Court recesses for lunch at 11:40 a.m.
T. McCain - Clerk
(1876) Court back on the record without jury panel at 1:51 p.m.
Mr. Howen advised that all exhibits were shown to defense counsel.
Mr. Matthews stated that they had received 5 volumes of exhibits
from the prosecutor's office during the lunch recess. Mr. Matthews
also
requested
the
court
review
the
exhibits
for
their
admissibility.
Mr. Howen reviewed all exhibits that will be shown to witness.
Court reviews the exhibits.
Mr. Howen stated that he was offering the exhibits (photos) to let
the jury make up their own mind of the crime scene.
(2589) Mr. Matthews would like additional foundation laid.
Court gave it's ruling on the exhibits.
(3100) Jury panel present and in proper places at 1:18 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
( 3120) Direct examination of Catherine Wolfe continued
Howen. Move for admission of State's Exhibit 1-32.

by

Mr.

Mr. Matthews objected.
State's Exhibit 1-32 "ADMITTED''
Direct
State's exhibits 1-57, 1-58, 1-59 and 1-60 to witness.
Nove
for
examination of Catherine Wolfe continued by Mr. Howen.
admission of State's exhibit 1-57, 1-58, 1-59 and 1-60.
Mr. Matthews objected.

NOVEMBER 10, 2004
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State's Exhibit 1-57 "ADMITTED"
until further foundation laid.

Remaining exhibits not admitted

State's exhibits 1-86 and 1-88 to witness.
Catherine Wolfe continued by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 1-86 and 1-88.

Direct examination of
Move for admission of

No objection by Mr. Arntthews.
State's Exhibits 1-86 and 1-88 "ADMITTED''
State's exhibit 1-90 to witness.
Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
exhibit 1-90.

Direct examination continued of
Move for admission of State's

Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 1-90 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibits 1-92,
1-93 and 1-94 to witness.
examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
admission of State's exhibit 1-92, 1-93 and 1-94.

Direct
Move for

Mr. Matthews stated he had no objection to 1-92 and 1-94 but did
object to 1-93.
State's exhibit 1-92, 1-93 and 1-94 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 1-81 to witness.
Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
exhibit 1-81.

Direct examination continued of
Move for admission of State's

Mr. Matthews objected.
Mr. Howen laid additional foundation.
177/3897 TAPE CHANGE to A383-04
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Move for admission of 1-81.
Mr. Matthews objected.
Court sustained.
this time.

State's

exhibit

1-81 will not be admitted at

State's exhibits 1-82 and 1-83 to witness.
Direct examination
continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Move for admission of
State's exhibit 1-82.
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Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 1-82 "ADMITTED"
(466) Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr.
Howen.
State's exhibit 1-109 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit 1-109.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 1-109 "ADMITTED"
State's exhibit 1-105,
1-106 and 1-107 to witness.
Direct
examination continued on Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
Move for
admission of State's exhibit 1-105, 1-106 and 1-107.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 1-105, 1-106 and 1-107 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 15-2 and 15-3 to witness. Move for admission of
State's exhibit 15-2.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 15-2 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 15-3.

Howen.

Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 15-3 "ADMITTED"
to witness.
State's exhibit
15-5,
15-6 and 15-7
examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen;
admission of State's exhibit 15-5, 15-6 and 15-7.

Direct
Move for

No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibits 15-5, 15-6 and 15-7 "ADMIITTED"
State's exhibits 15-8, 15-9 and 15-10 to witness.
examiantion continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
admission of State's exhibit 15-8, 15-9 and 15-10.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
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Direct
Move for

State's Exhibits 15-8, 15-9 and 15-10 "ADMITTED"
( 1202)
Howen.

Direct

examination

continued

of

Catherine

Wolfe

State's exhibits 15-24, 15-25 and 15-26 to witness.
examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
admission of State's exhibits 15-24, 15-25 and 15-26.

by

Mr.

Direct
Move for

No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibits 15-24, 15-25 and 15-26 "ADMITTEif
State's exhibit 15-27 to witness.
Direct examination of Catherine
Wolfe continued by Mr. Howen. Move for admission of State's
exhibit 15-27.
Mr. Matthews objects.
State's Exhibit 15-27 "ADMITTED"
(1526) Direct examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
(1560)

Cross examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Matthews.

Mr. Bazzoli requested a recess.
(2655) Jury admonished and excused to the jury room at 2:31 p.m.
Court in recess until 2:45 p.m.
(2664)

Court back in session without jury panel at 2:49 p.m.

Mr. Howen advised that they have agreed to stipulate into evidence
the Fingerprint report.
State' s Exhibit 14-4 6 "ADMITTED"
Mr. Howen made a statement regarding the reading off of exhibits
by an attorney.
Court reviewed the cite and stated it's ruling.
(3167) Jury brought back in and in proper places at 2:59 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Mr. Howen advised the jury of the stipulation reached by the
parties regarding exhibits.
State's exhibit 14-4 6 already been
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admitted, 14-48 ADMITTED and 14-49 ADMITTED.
(3351) Cross
Matthews.

examination

of

Catherine

Wolfe

continued

by

Mr.

178/3907 TAPE CHANGE to A284-04
(546) Re-direct examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Howen.
(761) Witness steps down and excused.
Mr. Bazzoli suggested that the court reporter now read the
testimony of Carol Diaz to the jury and to take a short recess to
allow the court reporter to get ready.
Jury panel excused to the jury room at 3:28 p.m.
Court and counsel discuss State's Exhibit 1-81 further.
Mr. Howen sated he would be researching
will address the matter on Monday.

the matter

further and

Statement by Mr. Frachiseur.
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he would make a copy of the micro-cassette
for the courts review.
(1038) Court in recess at 3:45 p.m.
(1053) Court back in session without jury panel at 3:45 p.m.
Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 3:46 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1135) Court reporter reads back testimony of Carol Diaz.
(2500) Court will recess for the day.
at 4:20 p.m. for the weekend.

Jury admonished and excused

(2589) Court adjourned for the weekend at 4:21 p.m.
OCTOBER 25, 2004
A384-04
(2904) Court back in session without jury panel at 9:08 a.m.
Jury brought back in and in proper places at 9:10 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
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(3050) Mr. Howen calls Mr. Jay Clark (SWORN) and examined.
180/3908 TAPE CHANGE to A385-04
Direct examination continued of Jay Clark by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 1-59 and 1-60 to witness.
Direct examination
continued.
(1700) Mr. Howen requested to take a matter up outside the jury.
Court admonished the
10:06 a.m.

jury and excused them to the

jury room at

Mr. Howen advised the court that the witness is a hostile witness
and needs to ask leading questions.
Response by Mr. Frachiseur.
Court does not see that the witness is a hostile witness and is
responding to the questions.
If changes then court will
reconsider.
Mr. Howen stated that he does not see him as a hostile witness has
been cooperative but he is an adverse party.
The rule of leading
a witness in the manual of the evidence committee shown to the
court.
Court will rule that if the witness is not forthcoming can change
ruling but for now the State must not ask leading questions.
( 2303)
Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 10: 18
a.m. Stipulated by counsel.
(2318) Direct examination continued of Jay Clark by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 18-2 to witness.
Direct examination continued of
Jay Clark by Mr. Howen. Move for admission of State's exhibit 182.
Mr. Howen requested a recess.
Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 10:43 a.m.
(3683) Court in recess at 10:43 a.m. until 11:00 a.m.
81/3683 TAPE CHANGE to A386-04
(84) Court back in session at 11:02 a.m.
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Mr. Frachiseur stated for the record
admission of State's exhibit 18-2.

that

he

objected

to

the

Response by Mr. Howen.
Court ruled that State's exhibit 18-2 will not be admitted at this
time.
Court also advised that Mr. Clark was counsel at one time
on this case and did offer unresponsive answers, court will allow
leading questions.
(293)Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 11:09 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Direct examination continued of Jay Clark by Mr. Howen.
State's
exhibit 15-16, 15-17, 15-18, 15-19, 15-20 and 15-21. Direct
examination continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 1516, 15-17, 15-18, 15-19, 15-20 and 15-21.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's Exhibit
"ADMITTED"

15-16,

15-17,

15-18,

15-19,

15-20

and

15-21

(956) Direct examination of Jay Clark continued by Mr. Howen. Move
again for admission of State's exhibit 18-2.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's Exhibit 18-2 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Jay Clark by Mr. Howen. State's
exhibit 15-22 and 15-23 to witness.
Direct examination continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 15-22 and 15-23.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's Exhibit 15-22 and 15-23 "ADMITTED"
(1256) Direct examination continued of Jay Clark by Mr. Howen.
(1722) Cross examination of Jay Clark by Mr. Frachiseur.
Mr. Howen moved to admit both Insurance policies of Larry and Mary
Severson.
(2115) Mr.
the jury.

Matthews requested to take up the matter out side of

Jury panel admonished and excused for lunch at 11:55 a.m.
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Mr. Frachiseur objected to the admission of the policies at this
time.
Statement by Mr. Howen.
Court will allowing the questioning of the policies with the
witness.
Court also noted that Juror #12 sent a note with a
question, wanted to know if brown stain was ever processed for
content. Juror will be advised that it is inappropriate to send a
note to the court with a question at this time.
Mr. Howen advised that he still had four witnesses
wanted to how to proceed today because the defense
expert witness here to testify this afternoon.

today and
had their

Mr. Frachiseur advised that they did have a witness for today that
had flown in from Tennessee.
Court noted that the defense will have this afternoon for their
witness as promised.
(2450) Court in recess at 12:04 p.m. until 1:30 p.m.
(2453) Court back on record without jury panel at 1:32 p.m.
Mr. Frachiseur will finish his cross examination of Jay Clark and
then will call their witness. Also noted that they will not admit
the insurance policies at this time.
Court advised the parties that
Severson was already admitted.

the

insurance

policy

for

Mr.

(2578) Jury back in and in proper places at 1:35 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
(2611) Cross examination of Jay Clark continued by Mr. Frachiseur.
(2833) Re-direct examination of Jay Clark by Mr. Howen.
(3237) Witness steps down and excused.
Court advised the jury
panel that there will be defense witnesses taken out of order.
(3290) Mr. Frachiseur calls Dr. Peter Stout (SWORN) and examined.
174/3893 TAPE CHANGE to A387-04
Direct examination continued of Dr. Peter Stout by Mr. Frachiseur.
Defendant exhibit "L" to witness, Direct examination continues.
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Defendant exhibit "N" to witness. Direct examination continued.
(1430) Court advised that a recess will be taken.
admonished and excused to jury room at 2:32 p.m.

Jury panel

(1466) Court in recess until 2:45 p.m.
(1469) Court back in session without jury panel at 2;48 p.m.
(1583) Jury brought back in and in proper places
Stipulated by counsel.

at

( 1598) Direct
Frachiseur.

Stout

examination

continued

of

Dr.

Peter

2:50
by

p.m.
Mr.

187/3918 TAPE CHANGE to A388-04
Direct examination continued of Dr. Peter Stout by Mr. Frachiseur.
Defendant exhibit "O" to witness.
Direct examination continued.
Defendant "M" to witness.
Direct examination continued.
(1904) Court advised it will take a recess.
and excused to jury room at 4:20 p.m.

Jury panel admonished

Mr. Bazzoli advised that he has one witness that has to be heard
today and may need to go past 5:00 p.m.
(1944) Court in recess at 4:22 p.m. until 4:30 p.m.
(2000) Court back in session at 4:33 p.m. without jury panel.
Court advised that it will allow testimony to go to 5:30 p.m.
(2101) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at
p.m. Stipulated by counsel.

4: 35

(2130) Cross examination of Dr. Peter Stout by Mr. Bazzoli.
(3872) Re-direct examination of Dr. Peter Stout by Mr. Frachiseur.
175/3905 TAPE CHANGE to A389-04
Re-direct examination
Frachiseur.

continued

of

Dr.

Peter

Stout

by

Mr.

(293) Re-cross examination of Dr. Peter Stout by Mr. Bazzoli.
(308) Witness steps down and excused.
(340)

Mr.

Howen

calls

Jay Cresto

(SWORN)

and examined.
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State's

exhibit's 17-1 and 17-2 to witness. Direct examination continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 17-1 and 17-2.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibit 17-1 and 17-2 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Jay Cresto by Mr. Howen.
(758) Cross examination of Jay Cresto by Mr. Frachiseur.
(813) Witness is excuse and steps down.
( 826) Jury panel admonished and excused at
tomorrow at 8:45 a.m.

5: 27

p. m.

to

return

Mr. Howen advised that he has a witness that will need to be heard
tomorrow and understands that defense will have another witness
tomorrow.
Mr. Frachiseur
tomorrow.

has

no

objection

to

allow

witness

to

be

heard

(905) Court will be in recess at 5:29 p.m.
OCTOBER 26, 2004
A389-04
(912) Court back in session without jury panel at 9:05 a.m.
(979) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 9:08.
Stipulated by counsel.
(1010) Mr. Howen calls Merlin (Chris) Christiansen (Sworn) and
State's exhibit 4-3 and 4-5 to witness.
Direct
examined.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 4-3
examination continued.
and 4-5.
Mr. Matthews had no objection.
State's Exhibit 4-3 and 4-5 "ADMITTED"
(1367) Direct examination continued of Merlin (Chris) Christiansen
by Mr. Howen. State's exhibit 4-2 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit of 4-2.
No objecton by Mr. Mattews.
State's Exhibit 4-2 "ADMITTED"
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(1757

Direct examination continued of Merlin (Chris) Christiansen by Mr.
Howen.
(2186) Cross
Matthews.

examination of Merlin

(Chris)

Christiansen

by Mr.

(2252) Witness steps down and excused.
(2280) Mr. Howen calls Steven Bock (SWORN) and examined.
( 3285)
jury.

Mr.

Howen

requests

that

something

be

heard

outside

( 32 8 8)
Court admonished the jury and excused them to the
room at 9:58 a.m.

the
jury

Mr. Howen explained reason for question regarding the buying of an
engine for a funny car.
All parties discussed the matter.
180/3906 TAPE CHANGE to A390-04
Discussion continued of the matter.
(438) Court ruled that it would allow the questioning for limited
purpose.
(542) Jury back and in proper places at 10:18 a.m.
counsel.

Stipulated by

( 552) Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 to witness.
Direct
examination continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 13, 1-4, 1-6, and 1-6.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur to 106 but objects to others.
State's Exhibit 1-3, 1-4, 1-5 and 1-6 "ADMITTED"
(919) Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Howen.
(1005) Mr. Howen requests the morning recess.
(1010) Jury admonished and excused to jury room at 10:30 a.m.
(1046) Court in recess until 10:45 a.m.
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(1050) Back in session without jury panel at 10:48 a.m.
(1092) Jury back and in proper places at 10:49 a.m. Stipulated by
counsel.
(1104) Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 1-10 to witness.
Direct examination continued.
Move for admission of State's exhibit 1-10.
Mr. Frachiseur objected.
Court will not allow the admission of State's exhibit 1-10 at this
time.
Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr.
for admission again of State's exhibit 1-10.

Howen.

Move

Mr. Frachiseur left the admission of the exhibit in the court's
discretion.
The court ruled that State's exhibit 1-10 is cumulative and will
not be admitted.
Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Howen.
State's
exhibit 1-11, 1-12, 4-4, 4-6 and 4-7 to witness.
Move for
admission of State's exhibit 4-7.
No objection by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's exhibit 4-7 "ADMITTED''
State's
Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Howen.
exhibit 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, 4-14 , 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, 9-6, 97 and 9-8 to witness.
Direct examination continues.
(2440) Mr. Frachiseur wished to take up a matter outside the jury.
(2445) Jury admonished and excused to the jury room at 11:20 a.m.
(2485) Mr. Frachiseur thought the witness said that he saw stacks
of stolen property and now understands the witness said stacks of
soda.
Court acknowledged that
answer.

the defense misunderstood the witnesses

Mr. Frachiseur also stated that he felt that the stacks of soda
are irrelevant.
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Mr. Howen will establish that the defendant opened a night club
called Hideaway and also dated 2 other women.
Court stated that the 2 other women will not be admissible and had
already ruled on.
Mr. Frachiseur concurred.
Court read the ruling on record that he had ordered. Court will
not allow the stacks of soda to be used.
Mr. Howen made further argument.
Court further stated its ruling on the matter.
(2930) Mr. Howen again made further argument.
Court advised that it
concerning the soda pop.

still

will

not

allow

the

testimony

(3257) Mr. Bazzoli stated that the jury panel should be advised of
the soda pop.
Court stated that he will explain that the soda pop is irrelevant.
(3369) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 11:37
a.m. Stipulated by counsel.
Court advised the jury panel that the Boda pop is irrelevant.
Direct examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Howen.
(3901) Cross examination of Steven Bock by Mr. Frachiseur.
173/3904 TAPE CHANGE to A391-04
Cross examination continued of Steven Bock by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1179) Re-direct examination of Steve Bock by Mr.
admission of State's exhibit 4-8.

Howen. Move for

Court notes that there is more exhibits attached to 4-8.
Mr. Howen explains he wished to admit 4-8 through 4-14.
Mr. Frachiseur objects.
Response by Mr. Howen.
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Court will deny the admission of 4-8 through 4-14, but will review
notes during lunch recess.
(1368) Witness steps down and excused.
(1372) Court will recess for lunch. Jury admonished and excuse for
lunch at 12:20 p.m.
Court discusses with parties State's exhibit 4-8 - 4-14.
Court will take under advisement during lunch hour.
(1630) Court in recess at 12:25 p.m. until 1:45 p.m.
(1631)

Court back in session to review afternoon witnesses.

(1692) Court back in recess at 12:28 p.m.
Court back in session without jury panel at 1: 48 p.m.
Mr. Frachiseur not present at this time.
Court advised that it had reviewed the transcript of the reporter.
State's exhibit 4-8 through 4-14 is connected to the purchase of
Auto Works. The witness stated that he did attempt to verify and
then was able to verify. Court reviewed the law.
Found there was
a conflict in testimony. Court finds there has been adequate
foundation laid and will admit 4-8 through 4-14.
State's Exhibit' s
"ADMITTED"

4-8,

4-9,

4-10,

4-11,

4-12,

4-13

and

4-14

(2030) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places t 1:55 p.m.
Stipulated by counel.
(2065) Mr. Howen calls Mary Bledsoe (SWORN) and examined.
State's
exhibit 13-2 through 13-8 to witness.
Move for admission of the
exhibits.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibit
"ADMITTED"

13-2,

13-3,

13-4,

13-5,

13-6,

13-7

and

13-8

(2301) Direct examination continued of Mary Bledsoe by Mr. Howen.
State's exhibit 1-41,
1-42 and 1-43 to witness.
Direct
examination continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit's 141, 1-42 and 1-43.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
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State's Exhibit 1-41, 1-42 and 1043 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Mary Bledsoe by Mr. Howen. State's
exhibit 4-26 to witness. Direct examination continued.
Move for
admission of exhibit if not already admitted.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's exhibit 4-26 "ADMITTED"
Bailff advised
admitted.

that

the

exhibit

had

already

been

marked

as

Mr. Frachsieur calls Dr. Todd Grey.
Advised witness not in hall,
on his way from Mr. Frachiseur's office.
Court will take a short recess to allow witness to get here.
(3540) Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 2:25 p.m.
(3593) Court in recess for 10 minutes.
22/3593 TAPE CHANGE to A392-04
(27) Court back in session without jury panel 2:35 p.m.
Mr. Frachiseur requested that Defense exhibits "L", "M", and "N"
be returned to Dr. Stout, they were not offered or admitted.
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection.
Defense exhibit' s "L", "M" and "N" will be withdrawn and returned
to Dr. Stout.
(121) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 2:39 p.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
Court advised the jury panel that defense exhibits "L",
"N" were withdrawn and returned to Dr. Stout.

"M"

and

( 160) Mr. Frachiseur calls Dr. Todd Grey ( SWORN) and exa!'"lined.
Defense exhibits "P", "R" and "Q" to witness.
Direct examination
continued.
(2312) Cross examination of Dr. Todd Grey by the Court.
(2347) Mr. Bazzoli requested a short recess to prepare for cross
examination.
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Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 3:37 p.m.
Mr.

Frachiseur

stated that

he will

be

offering

Defense exhibit

" P" , "R" and "Q" .

Mr. Bazzoli stated that he would have no objection to admitting
the exhibits and can admit now.
Court stated that they can be offered after the break.
(2440) Court in recess at 3:38 p.m. until 3:55 p.m.
(2445) Court back in session without jury panel at 3:54 p.m.
Jury panel brought back
Stipulated by counsel.
Mr.

Frachiseur moved

for

in

and

the

in

proper

admission

of

places

at

Defendant's

3: 55

p. m.

exhibits

" P" , "R" and "Q" .

No objection by Mr. Bazzoli.
(2516) Defendant's Exhibit' s "P", "R" and "Q" "ADMITTED"
(2528) Cross examination of Dr. Todd Grey by Mr. Bazzoli.
180/3912 TAPE CHANGE to A393-04
Cross examination continued of Dr. Todd Grey by Mr. Bazzoli.
(441) Re-direct examination of Dr. Todd Grey by Mr. Frachiseur.
(936) Re-cross examination of Dr. Todd Grey by Mr. Bazzoli.
(1191) Re-direct examination of Dr. Todd Grey by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1235) Re-cross examination of Dr. Todd Grey by Mr. Bazzoli.
(1244) Witness steps down and excused.
Court asks counsel if they had any objection
remaining in the courtroom for the evening.

to

the

exhibits

Both counsel had no objection.
Court will allow exhibits to remain in courtroom for the evening.
(1290)

Jury panel admonished and excused for the evening at 4:52
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p.m.
Court inquires as to how the time frame is looking.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that he hopes to finish up next Monday.
Mr. Frachiseur stated his case will take 4 or 5 days.
(1448) Court in recess at 4:55 p.m.
OCTOBER 27, 2004
A393-04
(1457)

Court back in session without jury panel at 9:05 a.m.

Mr. Bazzoli stated that he objected to a daily summary given to
the expert witnesses of the defense.
Mr. Frachiseur stated that the State did have one expert witness
in the courtroom and therefore feels that it was not improper.
Court stated it was also concerned however an agreement was
reached between the parties that expert witnesses could be in the
courtroom during testimony so therefore finds no violation has
been committed.
Mr. Matthews stated that he had some other concerns.
The next
witness, Teri Bucholtz will state that she gave pills to Larry
Severson, which in itself is a crime between both parties, however
an Immunity Agreement was signed for Ms. Bucholtz. Also Mr. Howen
presented exhibits 13-2 through 13-8, the witness identified 13-7
as a photo of an engagement ring but in the State's exhibit list
it shows that 13-7 is a Zale' s receipt.
Testimony also came out
that Mr. Severson used Mary's credit card to purchase the ring,
which again could be an additional crime of credit card fraud,
with no 404 notice. Possible grounds for a mis-trial.
Will also
ask that no more evidence be given that may relate to any criminal
acts that may have been committed.
(2164)
Mr. Bazzoli responded.
Concluded that he will not file
any charges on any party and will put into writing if necessary.
(2557)
Mr. Matthews stated
Bazzoli answer the issue.

that

he

doesn't

Court states its thoughts on the matter.
Mr. Matthew further argued.
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feel

that

Mr.

·(

(2760)
The court did not even consider a possibility of credit
card fraud, cards are used by spouses (each other) all the time.
Mr. Matthews the evidence was that it was the mother's card,
spouses.
Response by Mr.
mother's card.

Bazzoli.

not

Was the fact that he said it was his

Court will give an instruction
Instruction read on the record.

as

requested by Mr.

Matthews.

All parties had no objection.
The court stated that in regard to the medication, the closeness
in time, do not believe it is not unfairly prejudicial, court will
give a limiting instruction. Instruction read for the record.
(3302)
Jury brought
Stipulated by counsel
Court read
earlier.

to

the

in

and

in

proper

jury

the

limited

places

at

instruction

9:43

as

a.m.

discussed

(3380) Mr. Bazzoli calls Teresa Louise (Teri) Bucholtz (SWORN) and
examined.
187/3905 TAPE CHANGE to A394-04
Direct examination continued of Teresa Louise
Mr. Bazzoli.
(597) Cross examination of Teresa Louise
Matthews.

(Teri)

(Teri)

Bucholtz by

Bucholtz by Mr.

(616) Court read limited instruction to jury panel.
(641) Witness steps down and excused.
(670) Mr. Bazzoli calls Michael Rutherford (Severson) (SWORN) and
examined.
State's exhibit 1-49 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's 1-49.
No objection by Mr. Matthews.
State's Exhibit 1-49 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Michael Rutherford
Mr. Bazzoli.
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(Severson)

by

(

''

Mr. Matthews requested a break before cross examination.
(2600)
a.m.

Jury panel

admonished and excused to

jury room at 10:52

(2648) Court in recess at 10:53 p.m. until 11:05 a.m.
(2655) Court back in session without jury panel at 11:08 a.m.
( 27 39) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 11: 10
a.m. Stipulated by counsel.
(2767) Cross examination of Michael Rutherford
Matthews.

(Severson)

by Mr.

182/3909 TAPE CHANGE to A395-04
Cross examination continued of Michael
Mr.Matthews.

Rutherford

(Severson)

by

(379) Re-direct examination of Michael Rutherford (Severson) by
Mr. Bazzoli.
(650) Re-cross examination of Michael Rutherford (severson) by Mr.
Matthews.
(670) Witness steps down and is excused.
( 67 3) Court will
October 29, 2004.

recess

for

the

day

and

will

resume

trial

on

Jury panel admonished and excused for the day at 11:43 a.m.
(718) Mr. Bazzoli stated that he would like documents
defense witness Mr. Bays will be using.

that the

Mr. Frachiseur stated that he hoped to get documents to the State
by Thursday.
Court noted that whatever is to be used should be provided to the
State.
Mr. Bazzoli advises that he will be talking to a cell mate of Mr.
Severson's and will provide the name and the information to the
defense when received.
(888) Court adjourned for the day at 11:48 a.m.
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OCTOBER 29, 2004
A396-04
(1063)

Court in session without jury panel at 9:03 a.m.

Court reviews recent documents received.
(1178)
Response to documents.
in Limine at this time.

Prepared to withdraw the Motion

(1320) Statement by Mr. Frachiseur.
Mr. Howen makes statement to the court.
(1703) Mr. Frachiseur advised that one witness will not be called.
Court will not accept argument of intentionally concealing
evidence.
Subpoena's can get different packages of the same
requested documents.
Exhibit's discussed.
(2650) Mr. Matthews states that he thinks some witnesses that will
be recalled by the State and due to the court's ruling doesn't
think a witness can be recalled to stand to go over things that
have already been testified to.
Mr. Bazzoli responded by stating that they are being recalled for
different reasons.
Statement by Mr. Howen.
Court stated it's feeling on the matter.
Response by Mr. Matthews.
(3023) Statement by Mr. Bazzoli.
Further discussion of exhibits and witnesses.
Court will review matters over the.noon hour.
(3858) Jury brought in and in proper places at 10:00 a.m.
Stipulated.
181/3906 TAPE CHANGE to A397-04
(195)
Mr. Howen calls Michael J. Miller (SWORN) and examined.
State's exhibit 4-38 to the witness. Direct examination continued.
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Move for admission of State's exhibit 4-38.
Mr. Frachiseur objects.
Mr. Howen requests State's exhibts 1-58, 1-59 and 1-60 to witness.
Direct examination continued of Michael J. Miller by Mr. Howen.
Move again for admission of State Exhibit 4-38.
Mr. Frachiseur objects.
Response by Mr. Howen.
(697) Further response by Mr. Frachiseur.
Court ruled that the account information is relevant.
State's Exhibit 4-38 "ADMITTED"
(780) Direct examination continued of Michael J. Miller by Mr.
Howen. State's exhibit 1-81 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit 1-81.
Mr. Frachiseur objects.
(1286) Response by Mr. Howen.
Court ruled on the objection.
State's Exhibit 1-81 "ADMITTED"
(1352)

Mr. Howen requested a morning recess.

Court will take recess.
jury room at 10:32 a.m.

Jury panel admonished and excused to the

Mr. Howen requested that when an objection to an exhibit is made
then would like to know specifically before asking a question in
aid of objection.
(1438)
Court stated that both parties
questions in aid of objection.

have

the

right

to

(1473) Court in recess at 10:35 until 10:45.
(1478) Court back in session without jury panel at 10:48 a.m.
(1535) Jury brought in and in proper places at 10:50 a.m.
Stipulated by counsel.
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1768

ask

( 1544)
Howen.

Direct examination continued of Michael J.

Miller by Mr.

(2821) Cross examination of Michael J. Miller by Mr. Frachiseur.
(2913) Re-direct examination of Michael J. Miller by Mr. Howen.
(3114)

Witness steps down and is excused.

Mr. Howen moved for admission of State's exhibit 1-58, 1-59 and 160.
Mr. Frachiseur had

no objection.

State's Exhibit 1-58, 1-59 and 1-60 "ADMITTED"
(3505) Mr. Howen calls Daniel Bertrand (SWORN) and examined.
State's exhibit 4-39 and 7-9 to witness.
Direct examination
continued. Move for admission of State's exhibit 4-39 and 7-9.
Mr. Frachiseur had no objection.
State's Exhibit 7-9 and 4-39 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Daniel Bertrand by Mr. Howen.
185/3908 TAPE CHANGE to A398-04
Direct examination continued of Daniel Bertrand by Mr. Howen.
Court will now break for lunch.
( 1064)
and excused for lunch at 12:01 p.m.

Jury panel admonished

(1111) Court in recess until 1:30 p.m.
(1115)

Back in session without jury panel at 1:30 p.m.

Mr. Matthews stated he had concerns over the questioning of the
witness regarding Mr. Severson's mother and wife.
Response by Mr. Howen.
Mr. Frachiseur stated that the State put on the record that the
defense did not supply information regarding an exhibit however
the State did Discover that information to Mr. Clark.
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he could not find and that they may have
taken a copy of the document but did not keep a copy for
themselves.
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Response by Mr. Frachiseur.
(1674)
Court stated that it had already ruled on this, neither
party acted in error. Court stated further rulings on matters for
the record.
Mr. Bazzoli requested clarification of the ruling.
Mr. Howen advised the court that he intended to recall Steve Bock
for the purpose of clarifying his testimony.
Mr. Frachiseur advised that Mr. Howen is the only one that did not
hear the testimony.
Court advised parties that is they wished to argue this matter
further then he will allow them to provided briefs this week-end.
(2151) Jury brought back in and in proper places at 1:55 p.m.
Stipulated.
(2168) Cross examination of Daniel Bertrand by Mr. Frachiseur.
(2407) Re-direct examination of Daniel Bertrand by Mr. Howen.
(2638) Re-cross examination of Daniel Bertrand by Mr. Frachiseur.
(2652) Witness steps down and excused.
Mr. Howen calls Nora Rutherford,

(PREVIOUSLY SWORN) to the stand.

Mr. Matthews stated for the record that he objected to the calling
on the next witness.
(2722) Direct examination of Nora Rutherford by Mr. Howen.
(3058) Cross examination of Nora Rutherford by Mr. Matthews.
(3118) Re-direct examination of Nora Rutherford by Mr. Howen.
(3152) Re-cross examination of Nora Rutherford by Mr. Matthews.
(3178) Witness steps down and is excused.
(3210) Mr. Howen calls Randy Valley II (SWORN) and examined.
180/3911 TAPE CHANGE to A399-04
Direct

examination

continued

of

Randy

Valley

II
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by

Mr.

Howen.

"

State's exhibit 12-1, 12-2, 12-3 and 12-4 to witness.
admission of exhibits 12-1 and 12-3.

Move for

No objection by Mr. Frachiseur.
State's Exhibit 12-1 and 12-3 "ADMITTED"
Direct examination continued of Randy Valley II by Mr. Howen. Move
for admission of State's exhibit 12-2 and 12-4.
Mr. Frachiseur objected.
Court ruled that these exhibits are already admitted and will not
admit these.
Direct examination continued of Randy Valley II by Mr. Howen.
(710) Court will take a recess at this time. Jury panel admonished
and excused to jury room at 2:43 p.m.
Court inquires if the testimony will somehow link up to something.
Mr. Howen stated that it will confirm Mr. Bock's testimony.
(778) Mr. Frachiseur responded.

Improper purpose.

Statement by Mr. Howen.
(886) Mr. Frachiseur stated that it was irrelevant.
Court ruled that it would not allowing questioning of that nature.
Response by Mr. Howen.
Court stated it's ruling on the matter.
Mr. Bazzoli advised that they did find the document that was being
referred to earlier and will withdraw his motion.
(1142)

Court will now take its recess until 3:05 p.m.

(1145) Court back in session without jury panel at 3:08 p.m.
Court read limiting instruction to counsel for approval.
Mr. Howen did not approve, made statement to the court.
(1325) Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 3:10
p.m. Stipulated by counsel.
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